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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURE 
The effects of tenancy are in general an elusive phenomenon. Casual 
observance of situations that exist where tenancy is practiced give a wide 
range of impressions. On one hand what is seen may be bad; i.e., poor 
living conditions, badly eroded land, run down buildings, poor educational 
facilities, poverty, disease and in general a very poor standard of living. 
on the other hand one might find just the opposite condition existing under 
a system of tenant farming. In many areas tenant farmers are characterized 
as the young , vigorous energetic individuals with as good a standard of 
living if not better than owner operator farmers with equal amounts of money 
invested. The problem then, is why these two extremes exist. Some indi-
viduals have attributed low standards of living characterizing tenant farm-
ers in some areas to the practice of tenancy, but the same extremes in liv-
ing conditions exist among ownership groups. Other causes than tenancy are 
needed to explain low standards of living. 
Actually these extremes in living conditions may be more the result of 
capital rationing and competition for the land. This may be such that ten-
ancy is the only means some people have of employing themselves in agri-
culture. Yet the skills or circumstances of many of these people may pro-
vide only a low, insecure standard of living as the best opportunity avail-
able to them. 
The reasons for the various types of leases in use in a given area 
2 
constitute an equally elusive phenomenon. Why are there so many variations 
in the leases drawn up between the landlord and the operator; why a one-
third share or a one-half share arrangement instead of some other; why share 
at all rather than cash rent? Are the resulting arrangements related to 
any particular personal characteristics of the parties involved, and if so, 
which ones; or are they related to economic considerations characterizing 
the physical features of the area or type of farming? In short, what causes 
a leas to be what it is? 
Purposes~ objectives. It was for the purpose of finding some of 
the answers to these and possibly other questions regarding leasing con-
1 tracts that a study was made concerning rented farms in Oklahoma. By in-
tensively analyzing the factors that are associated with the type of farm 
lease in a homogenous area, information may be obtained for resolving the 
complexity of the specific problem of farm lease contracts and the more 
general problems of land tenure. In other words if the factors affecting 
the lease can be described and brought to the surface for analysis, it may 
be possible to improve landlord-tenant relations to benefit both the tenant 
and the landlord. Land tenure would still be on an incentive basis requir-
ing no outside impetus which might prove costly to society in terms of lover 
efficiency. The improved system should strengthen the agricultural economy 
in a manner comparable to that resulting from a technological development. 
Because of the nature of the approximation to pure competition in agriculture, 
part of the increase in economic efficiency would be shared with the rest of 
the economy. In other words, competition, rather than subsidies contributed 
1 Agricultural Economies Department Project No. 588, Oklahoma Agricul-
tural and Mechanical College, Stillwater. 
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by the other segments of the economy, would be the determining factor in the 
economic status of the tenant. This is important if keeping a free economy 
is our goal. 
Location of~~ studied. The area which comprises this study in-
eludes type of farming areas I, II, and III, and covers the fifteen north-
western counties of Oklahoma (figure I). It includes Kay and Noble counties 
in north central Oklahoma and all of the counties directly west, including 
the area commonly known as the Panhandle. 
Description of the~ studied. Area I, the "Panhandle" is fairly 
uniform as to type of farming. The farms in this area are usually highly 
specialized; on the tillable land cash grains predominate. Although wheat 
is the most important cash· grain, other semi-arid grains such as the combine 
variety of milo are also grown. At the time the schedules were taken wheat 
was the main crop due to the favorable price relationships and weather for 
the past decade. The land too rough for cultivation was left in native 
grass, however, since this study was concerned with general agricultural 
leases, ranch schedules were not taken. 
Area II is a little more broken in topography and as a result a more 
general type of farming is practiced. Smaller units are more common in 
area II than in area I but otherwise the two areas are similar. Wheat is 
the major cash grain crop but more of the other crops are grown with the ex-
caption of sorghum. The area utilized as native range is the rough sandy 
land not suitable for cultivation. The average annual precipitation for the 
fi~een counties studied ranges from 18 inches at the extreme western end of 
the Panhandle to 36 inches in Kay county in the east~ Because of the 
2 U. S . D. 11. ., Ye,,rbook of gri culture , ·941. Climate !Y!Q ~' p. 1073. 
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increased precipitation yields are sometimes higher although this is not 
always true expecially when above normal precipitation occurs in area I • 
.Area III is still more diversified ln type of farming and the farms 
average smaller in size. Wheat is still the main cash grain crop but more 
of the other crops are planted and more livestock is kept, such as swine, 
sheep, and chickens. 
Characteristics 2! ~ ~. The data used in this study were secured 
by personal interview and rec~rded on a field schedule. Information was 
obtained concerning the operator, the landlord, and the lease agreement.3 
The schedules were taken from farmers who rented, and no selection was 
practiced. They included 22 percent part owners and 78 percent tenants as 
compared to 30 percent part owners and 70 percent tenants for the state as 
a whole. (Table 1). According to the 1945 census 45 percent of the farmers 
in areas I, II, and III, were part owners and 55 percent were tenants. The 
percentage distribution by tenure of the farmers interviewed more closely 
resembles that of' the sta.te as a whole than it does the ·three types of farm-
ing areas I, II, and III. This Jllakes it more difficult to explain exactly 
the frequency with which the various types of lease contracts occur but it 
permits describing the existing types of tenure, and also permits the analy-
sis of factors associated with type of lease, which is the prima.t'y purpose 
of this study. 
Procedure ~ method of analysis. A preliminary examination of the 
schedules i'or t~nants and part owners, using either oral or written agree-
mento, showed that the terms were either cash, cash share, or share rent, 
3 The schedule used in this study is presented in Kenneth Lewis Hobson 1 s, 
"Leasing Patta-ns and Landlord-Tenant Relationships by Selected Tenure Status 
Groups in Southwestern Oklahoma 1 11 ( U11publi shed ~{G ster I s thesis, Oklahoma 
.Agricultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater, 1951), p. 1,4. 
and that the share paid by the tenant varied from one-fourth to one-half. 
The most common shares were one-third and one-half; these were segretated 
for analysis 2..nd the remainder classified as nother shBre. 11 
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This made 28 distinct classifications. To expedite analysis, the sched·-
ules were grouped into less than 28 classifications by combining some of 
them. Oral and written agreements were co!"!bined for certain analyses, where-
as part owners and tenants were combined for others. All oral leases were 
combined for comparison with all the written leases. 
The information was coded and punched on tabulating cards for mani-
pulation. The diff'icult part in this step was the selection of the proper 
class interval to show the effect of the various factors on type of farm 
lease. 'I'he class intervals occuring in the census served as a pattern where 
applicable but for the remainder, merely the familiarity resulting from 
editing the schedules was used as a guide. Codi.ng and punching were care-
fully checked to eliminate error. 
The first analyses were attempted by counties but observations were too 
few for reliable conclusions. It was decided that the smallest area feasible 
to work with because of the limited number of schedules would be the type 
of farming area and that probably the most useful 1,1ould be the total area. 
summary. All of the data. were then summarized by type of farming area and 
by the total area. The classifications were frequently combined .manually 
where it was deemed necessary. This method of classification gave consider-
able flexibility in the use ot the data by allowing it to be combined in 
different ways. Indications from this study end the procedure employed may 
be useful in future studies of a similar type. 
7 
Til.BLE 1 
Tjrpe of Tenure by 'rype of Farming Areas I, II ., III 
Counties Tenant OQerators in area* 'fenant 02er:ators interviewed 
by Total Part- All- Total Part- All-
Areas operators owners temmts operators owners tenants 
percent percent percent percent 
Area I 2395 64 36 41 36 64 
Beaver 916 68 32 15 4.7 53 
Cimarron L,.72 68 31 8 12 88 
Texas 1007 58 L,l 18 38 62 
Area II 2903 57 1,j,3 68 22 78 
Ellis 806 59 1~1 16 18 82 
Harper /,.62 62 38 15 0 100 
Hoods 978 53 47 15 7 93 
Woodward 657 56 44 22 50 50 
Area III 9502 36 64 259 20 80 
Alfalfa 1829 /.,1 59 Jl 38 62 
Canadian 1611 56 41. 47 20 80 
Garfield 1633 38 62 38 28 72 
Grant 1304 41 59 28 10 90 
Kay 14.36 27 73 24 4 96 
Kingfisher 1210 43 57 22 14 86 
I.fujor 906 46 511- 21 38 62 
Noble 1073 .32 68 48 10 90 
Total area 14801 4.5 55 J68 22 78 
S'Catc 93423 JO 70 
* 
u. s. Census of Jlgriculture, Vol. I Part 25, 1945 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OJP LITERATURE 
I HISTORICAL l{EVIE,1! OF TEN.ANCY IN 1'HE UNITED STATES 
The practice of farmers tilling the soil that belongs to someone else 
has been followed for many years in this cotmtry. The rango has been from 
practically full ownership o:f s.11 the farm land by the farm operator to the 
other extreme in some areas where virtually all of the land is held by ten-
ants. Le:E'lore County in Mississippi hns the highest proportion of tenancy 
for any cotmty in the United States with 96.S percent of the farms operated 
by tenants. 1 
Types £f. tenure fotmd in the early colonial period. For a discussion 
of colonial tenure it will probably be best to divide the 2rea. into two 
groups. New England, with its poorj rocky soil and harsh climate, offered 
little more to the farmer than the means of self~subsistence. The type of 
tenure foillld in t,his area differed radically in many ways from the central 
and southern colonies where the land was bour:rtiful and furnished crops like 
tobacco, rice, and the cereals, for which there was an active demand in 
other regions and in Europe. 
The settling of ne1;1 lands in the English colonies in the seventeenth 
century was frequently done by means of companies. In form therefore, it 
was econor.1ic rather than political, the defining and maintenance of the 
1 n c, 
u,. t.J. Census of Agriculture, Vol. 1 Part 25, 1945. 
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rights of these companies was o:f' grent importance. In t,he Charter of the 
London Company, which becffme the chartl')r of Virginia. in 1606, the King of 
England said that the lands in question were 11 'f0 IlE HOLDEJ'.1J OF' US, our Heirs 
and Successors, ar. our Manor of E~-Greenuich, in tho County of fuill.1, in 
f ,J A 1 d t . C . t 1' 2 ree onu co!lt'!11on ,:ioccage on y, s.n no in ap1 e. · In o-ther words .f:rom the 
very beginning o.f our colonfol hir,tcry it wan su-r:mizec1 thet t.he most satis-
factory situation would exist when the individual 01med the land and then 
he tmuld be free to sell privileges pflrtaining to t.he land. Socage at that 
tine we.s very little different. than the practice of renting e.s ,,re know it 
tode,y. 
In all of the colonies, in the nort,h o.nd in the south, large tracts of 
lr,no, amounting in some cases to mmy thousands or even to millions of acres, 
were gre.nted to individuals or to groups. In New England, however, no real 
serious attempt wns made to establish large landed cstiites. The aims of 
the colonists accorded 1trlth the conditions of their environment in leading 
to the establishment aln10st everywhere of a system of small freeholds. 3 
One radical exception to the small peasant type of holding typical to 
New ~ngland in colo:nia.l times was to be found in the southwestern part o.f 
Rhode Island. This part of Rhode Island was clnimed by ti-m rival land com-
panies, imd was for half a century a debatable territory between Rhode Island 
and Connecticut. In the long conflict, the men of small means were weeded 
out from among the claimants, and the land fell prize finnlly to the few 
who had the political pou,3r vnd the economic ref:lources to bring the struggle 
2 Henery t!. FE.irnam, Chapters ill the History of Social Legislation in 
~ United States 1Q. 1860, p. 26. 
3 Ibid., p. 27. 
10 
to a successful issue. A large number of those weeded out took tenant hold-
ings in the neighboring part of Connecticut thus creating an isolated in-
stance in early colonial history where a fairly high proportion of the farm.-
ers operated under a system of tenancy quite similar to that found today.4 
There was quite a wide range in the types of' tenure tried in the early 
coloni1:1l times. According to Dexi:;er, in 11Pilgrim Church and the Plymouth 
Co1ony,g communism was even tried in early Plymouth.5 When the congregation 
of Sep£iratists at Leyden decided to emigrate they obtained a. patent from the 
Virginia Company, g,Te.nted June 9/19, 1619. In the year of 1620, under the 
advice of Thomas Weston, a London merchant, articles of agreement were drawn 
up, u..vider which there should be a common stock, the shares to be 10 pounds 
each, to be taken up either by a deposit of money or of goods for the under-
taking. This plnn originally involved a seven years ptirtnership during 
which the labor of the colonists, except for two days in the week, was to 
be for the common benefit. At the end of the time, when the profits were 
di.vided, the houses and improved L!mds 1tJere to go to the planters. This 
agreement was changed, hm1ever, in order to please the 11merchant adventurers,11 
and the planters were to give all their time to the company, while at, the 
end of the seven years, houses, la.nds, and goods were to be divided between 
the "merchant adventurersn end the phmters. Thus the extreme con:mmnism, 
under which all individual 1:-eward for labor was to be given up, was due, not 
to any social ideal, but to the pressure from the capita.lists who wanted a 
larger share for the::uselves. 
4 Ibid., p. 36. 
• 1r· 5 FJ.,B.NDexter_,. 11 The Pile::rim1Church and PlJ7Wouth Colon;y," Chav. viii in ,·,1nsor s l ru·ra1;1ve .s!:lli!, Crrt:ica Hlstorr Vol. III, pp. 265-266. • 
11 
ltside from these isolated c:asen of the practice o.f a farmer using the 
soil tho.t beloneec. ta someone else there ws n sprinkling of' tenancy found 
through the colonies almost from the very beginning. Besides the clangers 
and .!:dvations on the frontier 1.:md the fact of' relatively high land vtdues 
ne8.I' the cit:i.c.s, there were jn thesG northern states men oft.he ty-pe of the 
English country gentlemen, who wished to oim lands and live tro::n the re.nts. 6 
Thi~ he.lps to exi:1lain the r~wt that there we:re tenant farmers in America in 
the eighteenth century. (~bile the tenant farmers were t,he exception, they 
were present, esrecially in the older settled districts aud near the cities, 
in appreciable nu'nbers. 7 Parti,cularly as the tmms becafile more thickly 
populated land began to acquire scarcity and location value. Speculation 
in landed property became active becEtuse there was lit la,st a surplus o.£' c.<&,p-
ital seeking investment, and the prospect of investing in a growing community 
was attractive. This offered an opportunity for people with co,pi.tal, to in-
vest in land and let someone else operate it. 
Indications Kre that the tenant farmers were ss n rule young men using 
tenancy as a ntepping stone to the position of independent lnndowni.ng farm-
ers, as is the case many times today, but •r,9yJ.or Sfrys that the typical land-
lord of JeH England and Pennsylvania of ·the eighteenth century was not the 
retiree? farmer of today, hut a n country gentleman" of tbe English type. 8 
'£he peculiar .features of the N'ew England lend syste1fJ, the tcnm group 
wi.th its peasr:mt holdings imd its corr11on lands were present i.n oll of t,he 
6 n , G' 'l-, l '· · 1lt 1 r n ·· ·• p· ') ; 1 ,,enrJ • ay or, .t.[Q'."1CU.....ll!~ _,co orucs, • ,,,.;. 
7 Ibid., p. 241. 
8 r· ·' 2 12 
_!?lg• ll p • -LI • 
colonies but became less .frequent and less characterist,ic as one went south. 9 
Farnam goes on to E::xpla.in that along with these small holdings, often pre-
dominating over them in area and importance, were estates of which the ma-
jority were, perhaps, not over 1000 acres, but which ranged from thut com-
paratively moderate size to great territories whose area was described in 
blocks of miles. In early Virginia and in some other colonies, the 11hea.d 
right" was the form under which land was :raost commonly acquired. IO 11.nyone 
who transported an emigrant to the colony acquired thereby a claim to as 
much as 200 acres, and after a time head rights were sold by clerks of the 
administration without even the pretense that they were based on the trans-
portation or imn1igrants.11 Large tracts of land then, could be acquired 
quite easily and this situation gave rise to the plantation system and this 
of course has had very marked effects on the social characteristics of the 
area and has even carried on dovm to the present day in the type of tenancy 
found in the area .. 
This sketch of land tenure in the colonies reveals that different types 
of land tenure were established in different parts of the colonies. Some 
of these were democratic, others were feudal systems, as seen in the Dutch. 
Patroonships, the Maryland manors, and the baronies of Carolina were ill 
adapted to the conditions of frontier life. They nevertheless left their 
impression upon the size of estates, as well as upon the social life of some 
of the colonies. The systems which survived did so because they proved to 
be well adapted to those parts of the country in which they were established, 
9 Farnam, g:e. ill•, p. 40. 
10 
P.A. Bruce, The Economic History~ Virginia 1!! the Seventeenth 
Century, Vol. I, p. 512. 
ll Ib.... 5'12 
~., p. r.. .• 
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and thus the large plantation became typical of the south, the small farms 
of the north. 
Tenancy~ 1800. The colonial period by this time was beginning to 
be referred to as an era in our history and the people of a new nation were 
beginning to get the feel of the responsibilities of a strong and important 
republic. There was still a lot to be done before the United States was to 
reach from ocean to ocean and the big gap in between filled with people. 
Even then, however, problems arising from the practice of tenancy were be-
ginning to develop. In 1829 11yearly tenancies11 on estates of non-resident 
landlords was mentioned as a cause of the absence of good agriculture in 
Bedford County, Pennsylvania. 12 A farm of 360 acres in New Castle County, 
Delaware, was reported a.s having been let to tenants continuously from 1669 
to 1832.13 No indication was given as to how satisf'actory this arrangement 
had been. 
In 1829, Moses Greenleaf, in his survey of the State of Maine, wrote 
of the various forms of share tenancy as follows: 
In Maine, as in other parts of New Fct!lgland, the easy rates 
at which lands hitherto have been obtained in fee simple, and the 
scarcity of laborers, compared with the quantity of lancl to be 
occupied, ha.ve rendered it in general difficult to obtain rents 
for land. In some such instances it has been a custom for the 
landlord to furnish the implements, cattle, hHl.f of the seed, 
and pay half the taxes, and to receive half the products; in 
others, the tenant furnishes the whole of these except the taxes; 
and in some the landlord and tenant furnish different proportions 
according to circumstances. In most cases it is considered that 
one half of the crops, deducting one half the value of the seed 
12 t1=er1· C"'.n F e Vo] ·xr· 1°'"'9 p l')O = u arm r, . . , o.:::. , • J · • 
13 Ibid., Vol. I 1 1846, p. 232. 
14 Taylor, ..Q.12• ill•, p. 21+3. Taken from n~i\. survey of the state of 
l1eine, 11 p. 206 
and taxes, pny s the expense of cult:LvB tion .14. 
The sitw3,tion in marry respects at that time was similar to the situ.a.-
tion ciescribecJ by an m1onymous uriter who in 1776 8r.dd, 
••• those who have noney enough to stock i:=: fc.rm, have enough to 
settle a tract of wast,e land, which i,ci :,1mch more flattering than 
being the tene.nt of another; one would suppose thp,,t such a c:'Lr-
curr.st'3J1ce would prevent their being R tenant in the country; bu:t 
this is not thE, case, 1ou rentrc1 and accidents Bometimes induce 
them to live rsther than to sottle.15 
In generc_l it could be said that this sitm:rtion existed cluring the period 
when II frE,e 11 lnn6 existed. However, as less and lesf::l land was left to bi:i 
set tL,,d it beetFllO incree.rdngly dift'icmlt to buy land. 
Tr::i.ylor reports thut a ,;hare of the product was the most Gom:non form 
of rent throughout the Union jn 1ggo} with the exception of ,) fE:w countiea 
in the Cotton Belt 1,1here the rent took the form of a specified amount of' 
cotton and mis counted an cash rent in the census reports. 16 
By comparing the figures one ·will be impressed with the enor:mom, in-
crease in the number of temmts between LSSO cmd 1900. During thi:::; twonty·., 
yonr period the total nu:nber of farms operated increased L,'3 percent, whil.3 
r the number of :farr>1S operated by cash ancl share temmts increased 98 percent. 1 
TDylor contributes this t;,'I'ect upshoot in temrncy as a result in the breaking 
up of large fe.rms into small holdi.ngr, let to tenuntf,. 18 Actually as a fur-
ther e::q::;lanv.tion, what really happened 1,H:,:3 Umt cotton production became 
15 -b·' r)1·1 T 1 " ·,. ·, 'b" A . 1 H,., p • ._, ... ; • ,v;:en 1ro,J1 an anonymous wor."'- oescri 1:ng rr1or1cfm 
agriculture, 11 .American Husbendry, 11 Vol. I, p. 190. 
17 ·u ,. G · II . 
.• ;:;. enmw of' Agri.culture, Vol. II, Chnpter · ·r, 1911.5. 
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orgs.nized on a tenancy bnshi instead of a wne;e system. This particular 
clrcu-..1stnncc has led to a great deal of co:JP10nt end concern b--.r a good nany 
research workers tmd sociri1 leaders. To neny people it n.ppe~red thHt 1JO,r1e 
Bort of pcJitical a.nd social injustice exi::-"lted uhen very tood crop 1E.nd was 
being inhabi~ed sometii::ies hy very poor tenant fnrne!·f:l. 
~ sett,lem.2n;t .9:f the weote:r.n. J,Qn,as .&1fil1 Oklaho'.Tla. 'fhe settlement of' 
the ,rcst.ern land1:t was speeded up with the passage of the Homestead Act of 
1862. Kirkland contributes the startling efficiency wlth which the Homestead 
Act opsrnted to tho construction of railroacl s into the government land of 
the transmissisDippi west •• 19 The Homestead Act opened the wectorn lands 
for oottlement in a very liberal :,umner. It gl"Rnted to "any person who is 
the he<'.ld of r:i. ft:Jmily, or who has arrived at the age of twenty-one yefil's, 
and is n citizen of the Unit,ed Stntes, or who has filed his intention to 
b h,.20 0come sue ' a quarter-section of the goverrrnent domain. The fincl pos-
session of t,he land 1,Jr,s not given, hoi:rever, until the grante0 had nrusidcd 
upon or cultivated the same for a period of f'ive years. n21 
It was intended by the authors of the Ilomestead Act ·t.hat people ,.muld 
be attracted to the west· for the ptn"pose of ;settlement and cultivation. 
The last section of tho act forced a breach in thi8 policy. It tollowed the 
grantee to purchase his qunrter-section at the minimum price, generally 
~l.25 an &ere, after an interval of six rnontho. 22 .At first this privilege 
19 Edward G. Kirkland, A Jj~ .. s,:t.gr,,:y: o.r A,;:;erican Economic .!ill, p. A.99. 
20 T.f ~ 11 1862 
.1:iomestea.(1 .tiCt of .· '~. 
21 I c·t 
_QQ. _J._. 
22 T _•'"'J."t. J,OJJ .• V 
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was not generally utilized, but later it became the common method of secur-
ing lands.23 
Kirkland gives an account of a Land Off'ice agent who in 1903 said: 
ncommutation is the clause of the Homestead law under which citizens who 
are not farmers or ranchers, and who have no intention of ever becoming 
such, enter agricultural lands. 1124 It was indicated that commuters were 
usually merchants, school teachers, clerks, skilled workers etc. and that 
usually the land was sold imlllediately after receiving possession. 
These circumstances gave rlse to a situation that was conducive to 
the practice of non-farm people investing money in land and accounts for 
the fact that very early after the land was settled there was a high portion 
of the land operated by tenants. It was startling to some when the census 
of 1880 revealed that one-quarter of the farmers of the country were tenants, 
not owning the land tha·t; they cultivated. 
The settlement of Oklahoma differed from the rest of the ~est in that 
most of the Indian lands were settled by means of runs. The consequences, 
however, were very much the same. Many of the people tha.t made the run 
did so merely as a speculative venture.2' The results of which were made 
obvious by the census o:f Agriculture when in 1900 it was reported that 44 
percent of the farms in Oklahoma were operated by tenant farmers. This 
seems strange when only two years previous it was published in the Oklahoma 
Settlers~ that there were only 700 homesteaders living in the Oklahoma 
23 Kirkland, 2.E• ~., p. 501. 
24 Kirkland, iill• lli•, P• 501. 
25 Joe B. :Mila:n, .'l'he Opening .Q!: the Cherokee StriE, p. 99 
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Panhandle, an area of over 3,672,000 acres,26 and that title to 160 acres 
of this land Yas available to any one over twenty-one or the head of a fam-
ily by complying with the Homestead Act and paying a fee of from $1.3.20 to 
~~18.00 depending upon the quality of the land. 
II NA'fURE OF RECENT STUDIES 
Ac·tivity in land tenure research. Although some system of tenancy has 
been practiced in all parts of the United States from almost the very be-
ginning the system did not arouse much research activity until the last two 
or three decades. By examineing the number of articles and journal papers 
written and comparing those on this subject it would appear that the peak 
of activity was reached in the latter part of the 1930's. Feeling was such 
that a special co.1rur.dttee was appointed by the President t,o make a study of 
the tenancy situation and to define the problems relating to it and to make 
specific recommendations on how the problems could be met. The result was 
the report "Farm 'fenancy112? ,;hich was very thorough in its treatment of the 
situation but when viewed closely some of the recommendations appear to lean 
heavily toward excessive state control. For instance one of the committees 
recommendations called for "a program of land purchase by the Federal Gov-
ermnent and disposition of the land under long-term contracts of sale to 
operating farmers. n28 This recommendation certainly does not fit the sit-
uation described by Colonel Lawrence Westbrook when he says, 11'Me'n fail in 
the South not because they do not own the land but because they are not 
26 J. L. Calvert, Oklahoma. Settler'§~' p. 12. 
2? H. D. 149, 75th Congress, 1st session (1937). 
28 M.Q..' p. 12. 
lS 
cornpetent farmers. 1129 They are incompetent because they are not physically . 
well, nor do they know how to farm or how to dispose of farm products . .3° 
Another factor that could be added is that these farmers fail in providing 
a satisfactory standard of living for their families because they· attempt to 
operate extremely small businesses. 11'1estbrook also concluded, "to try to 
solve the problem without providing tho necessary physical health, knowledge, 
and organization would not only accomplish nothing but might make a soltrtion 
impossible. 1131 Brandt, a furopean economist, in an article en farm temmcy 
indicates that a simple transfer of property titles for persons not re'.1dy 
for them will not bring about the reform that is needed.32 
There also seemed to be considerable differences of opinion in the 
literature as to what Yas the desired goal as far as tenancy was concerned. 
For instance, Wehrwein stated "Tho goal of the agriculture ladder is the 
owner-operator; therefore, it is important that the ladder to ownership be 
made as efficient as possible. n33 On the other hand Karl Brandt concluded 
that 11Sharecroppers are more satisfied with the share-the-crop wage than 
with other types of employment because they enjoy the freedom of self-
.34 
responsible craftsmen and are not bound to gang labor. 11 Under this system 
if the croppers are efficient they receive the benefit of it, because they 
29 Colonel Lawrence Westbrook, "Farm Tena.ncy,n N<?tiQU, (January 9, 
1937), 39-L:-l. 
30 Loe •. cit. 
31 Loe. ill• 
32 Karl Brandt, 11Farm Tenancy in the United States, 11 Social Research, 
4 ( 2) (May, 1937), 156 .. 
33 G. S. Wehrwein, "Objectives and scope of Research in Farm Tenancy, rt 
J·ournal Land ~ Pub11£ Utilitz Economics, IV (October, 1925), 501. 
34 Brandt, 212· cit., p. 15L~. 
\ 
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raise a better crop. 
'I'he philosophy of these t,"o men represent two extremes as to the 
cri toria for land tenure. Brandt's analysis of tens.ncy W,9.S the broader :,i,-
proach of r'lsource allocation h,i thin the entire economy but does not disregard 
the point of vie1,1 of the individuu1. Hehrwein 1 s ~malysis was limited to the 
function of tbe tonure system hut assmnes for the individual the criteria of 
lr-md ovmership as a goal for the farm operator rather than the ma.x:i.mazation 
of satisfaction for the individual and for society. Wehrwein views tenancy as 
'-
0. means to land ownership, Brandt views it as "'m opportunity for employment. 
'Iypas of studi(:lS. A review by M. M. Kelso of th0, published :roaterial on 
land tenure showed 58 rasearch .studies in this field up tbrough 1933. Almost 
all of these dealt vith the agricultural tenancy aspects; none dealt with le-
gal asp'"cts. !I'wenty-six of tl,eso studier, were prirrarlly descriptive and did 
not contain any analysis of the problem. Fourteen dealt with the effects on 
Lmd tenure, describing the location and function of the landlord, the finan-
cial experience of the operators, and the agricultural ladder. Eighteen were 
/ 
concerned Hi th tracing the effects of tenant farming upon the fertility of 
soil, rural communities, scale of living, farm management, r:md similar sui 
In a later survey of th.e literature, Ackerman found th,1t during the 
p8riod i".,c-:itvoen 19.33 and 191~.l, 102 studies dealing with land tenure had been 
m,:i.de. Fron thh, g'oup it wa,s found th:Jt 40 were principally- descrlptive, 
:6 dealt with the Gffects on lcmd tenure, Z7 dealt with the effects of 
tenure, 
·,_r.: 
dealt i1,,:01,t exclnsi vely with rocom:mendations . .,,J 
35 Joseph Ackerman, 11Status and Apprairml of Research ln Farm Tenr:J.ti.cy, 11 
Jom'n.al of farm Economics, XXIII, No. l. (Fehruary, 1941) p. 280. 
'l'ypes 
Gla.ssification of Tenancy Studies by Type and 
Source of Data Prior to 19L.1-l< 
Sourc,e of Datc:i 
Question- Census and 
20 
Total 
Survey Census_,_. naire other data Hise. :Number Percent 
Descriptive 
Effects on 
tenure 
Effects of 
tenure 
Recommen-
22 
9 
16 
13 18 
l 11 
5 1 
9 66 41 
5 30 19 
5 ,~s ')(> ,C.,(J 
dations · l 1 7 10 19 12 
__..-..._,,-a.=.t,,_c.,=a<,',---.,--~_.,., ___f___ _____ ~--------=~ 
Total 48 22 7 54 29 160 100 
* Source: Joseph Ackerr,1an, 11Status and Appraisal of Research in Farm 
Tenancy, 11 Journal .Qf Farn Economics, xx:III, No. 1, (]'ebruary, 1941), p, 2:79. 
Combining the data of these two surveys it 1.Jt:1s found that 160 studies 
had been (lone prior to 1911.l. on tenancy and of these 4.1 percent had been 
pri:mo.rily d,ascriptive, or merely a statement of the situation and contained 
1i ttle or no analysis of tho problem, 19 percent doalt with the effects on 
tenure, 28 percent dealt with the effects of tenure, ,9.nn 12 percent· were 
concerned with recor,\mendations ( Table 2) • 
In a 194.0 survey of rc~search projects, Ackerman found that 26 state 
experiment stations had a t.ot31 of 53 projects dealing alnost exclusively 
with phases of the land tenure problem related to farm tenancy.36 Acker-
man's classification of the typG of project and the number of each ar,~n 
as follows:37 
36 Ackerman, 
Tl il;:i.<il 4 , .P ~ 
To delimit the type-of-tenancy areas and to describe the 
present tenancy situation in each area. 
Land tenure and its relation to land use, conservation, 
development, and agricultural adjustment. 
Economic significance of fn.rn leases. 
.P;conomic impHc3tions of landlord and tenant legal rela-
tionships. 
To determine whether or not compensrition for unexhaustod 
improvements was employed by landlords and tenants. 
Land tenure, ownership, and transfer. 
Labor as part of the tenure pattern. 
Social implications of the American tenure system. 
Institutional factors entering into rent determination. 
The public as landowner and land manager. 
12 
14 
0 
/ 
1 
3 
3 
l 
1 
5 
The most ext.ensive study on the subject of tenancy to the present do.te 
was the Southwest Rro:ig-lonal Land 'renure Pro.}ect completed i.n 1946, JS ThiB 
regional project covered the five states of Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
Arkansas, and Oklahoma. 
III LITERA'l'URE DEALrnG WITH FACTORS ASSOCIATED 
WITH T.1fE OF LEASES 
Factors conc§.!ninP, j,he status of tzi~. operator ~ investmiillM. Age is 
considered by some to be a :most import,mt fa1ctor affecting tenure status. 
Hoffsonmer considers age in two separate categories.39 If years since birth 
are used, an arbitrary age of 18 or 21 is usu.ally set as the lowBr limit 
for consid'3ring occupational characteristics. For some purposes occupation 
38 Harold Hoffsommer, Editor, The Soci~.1 •md ICconomic Si;:mi.ficsnJ~ Qf 
Land Tenure. 
39 
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age is used and such thi.ngs as ''yea.rs since beginning on own, 1• "years since 
completing education, 11 and nyears since marriage, 11 become useful. In either 
case h01-1ever, it was found that renters using written leases are slightly 
older than those with oral leases. 
In a study of Oklahoma farm families it 1.-rns found that schooling and 
tenure status are related but the degree of association is not large.40 In 
an earlier study, howev~r, it was found that differences in education of 
children of <lifferent tenure groups is slight but does seem to be related 
to the education of the parents.41 This was explained by the fact that 
nparents are generally desirous to ha.ve their children better prepared for 
the problems of life when they start for themselves than they were at the 
same age. n42 
The total capital investment in the farm business shows great diversity 
for the verious types of tenure groups. For example, the average white part 
owner in the Oklahoma sample of the Lend Tenure Study of the Southwestern 
States had at his disposal over seventeen times as much in the ·way of capi-
tal investment as thG Negro share renter in the Mi.ssissippi Coastal Plain/ .. .3 
It was also found that the pB.rt owners on the average controlled the most 
valuable business and that the value of the farm business of the cash share 
40 Robert T. McMillian and O. D. Duncan, "Social Factors of Farm 
Gwnership in Oklahona, 11 G1dahcma Experiment Station Bull. B-289, (NovG:m"". 
ber, 1945), p. 15. 
41 o. D. Duncan and J, T. Sanders, "A Study of Certain Economic Factors 
in Relation to Social Life Among uklahoma Cotton Farmers,n Oklahoma Agri-
cultural Experiment Station Bull. 211, (April, 1933), p. 12. 
42 Ibid., p. 15, 
4.3 . Ifoffsow.1!1er, fill• cit., P~ 10.3. 
rent0rs was almost as great as that of the full owners. Ranked in the order 
of most valuable to least valuable the tenure groups looked like this; (1) 
part owner, ( 2) cash share renters, ( 3) share renters, and (I~) croppers. 44 
One difficulty that might be mentioned with the valuation figures used in 
this study is that they are estim::i,tes which contain certain biases possessed 
by the persons making them. Owners, for example, frequently hrnre a tendency 
to place a higher value on a piece of property they own than a renter i,rould, 
unless, of course, they are providing, or think they are providing, informa -
tion for the tax assessor.45 
Mechanization as related to type of tenure has not been established 
but • J. ]. v is nore closely related to size of farm 
rather 
is felt by some that it 
than typG of tenure.46 E;ke and Brown in a study of tenancy .in Idaho 
found that tenants had a smaller investment in farm machiner/~7 and yet 
fonded to operate larger farn:w. 48 However, within an homogeneous area of 
highly mechanized farms the effect should become apparent. Wester.n Oklahoma 
is representative of this high degree of mechanization. 
01:laho:ma segernents of the Southwest Land Tenure Study it was found 
thn.t the part owners had a larger proportion of the farm investment in 
improvements othor than dwelling than did ovmers and renters had the smallest 
44, Ibid., Table 12, p. 52L1 •• 
45 Ibid., P. 105. 
46 Ibid., p. 11+2. 
47 P. A. Eke and H. F. Brown, 11Influence of ·renancy on fypes of Farrn-
ing," Idaho Experimcmt Station Bull. 222, 1937, p. 28. 
48 Ibid., p. 11. 
proportion p,o imrestea.49 It was also found that the value of the dwelling 
on the farms operated by part owners exceeded the corresponding figure for 
tenant operated farms. 50 
.TI.1£'! sssocie.t:lon of ~ characteristics £! the land ~ id!J::l ~ £! 
leal:_!Ja. The owners of land offer as wide a variety of situations as its 
occupiers. In gsener11l, lnnd in Oklahoma is held by individuals.51 For pur-
poses of analysis the owners of land may be divided into four groups: (1) 
public agencies (2) institutions (3) estate and joint ownerships, and (4) 
individuals. Nnturally it follows that the great bulk of farm landlords 
' 
are individuals. All of the landlords except individuals usually have the 
scrao general type of lease. In general it can 'be said that they more fre-
quently have cash leases, usually the leases are written and that many times 
the lc,'.lse is for a longer period than one year.52 Individual landlords in 
general arn.:l ma.len in particular are associated with the straight crop share 
lease. 53 Fewer individuals than other types of landlords use written leases.54 
Female lantllords more often use a written lease and tend more toward cash 
rent than rr:alo landlords.55 A study of landlords in 1920 by the United 
49 Hoffsornmer, QD. cit., p. 104. 
50 [Qig., '), 105. 
51 Randal T. Klemme, 110J<lahoma Land CJwnership Study, 11 Okle.homa Agri-
cultural Experiment Station Mtmeo. Cir. No •. 50, (October, 1935), ;). 5. 
52 Hoffsommer, on. cit., p, "l.68-175. 
5.3 1£1.s!., p. 175. 
54 Ibid., p. 176. 
55 Ibid., p. 177. 
States Department of Ag.ricu.J.ture shoued 15 percent of the 01,mBrs of rented 
fffi'ms were uome:n, 58 percent of uhm'l acquired their holdings through inhori-
ta.nee or m.~:.rriage.56 IIoffsommer by elimim::i.ting the 11:indlords of croppers 
i.n his sar,1ple tnken in 191,2 estimr.:.ted the :Jercentage of individual landlords 
w{Jo were wo1~1en to be about JO l)ercent. 5? 
Re f"urther asserts that the significance of !dnship between the landlord 
rr.nd tom1..r1t is largely· contingent upo:n the characteristiicc of the lru1d.lord l;l.Il(i 
5q the f m:tlly to wl:dch he belongs. 0 'l'he fundamental consideration therefore 
ic t;he type of landlord to uhlch the tenant is related. Tenants rolated to 
thei:t· landlords nre involved with the eco!lomic affairs of the parental frnnily. 
Under such circunstances there is a tendency for family ,aoney to be loaned 
back m1<."t forth according to rela:tive need r·.nd supply r1;1ther than according 
to strict eco:nonic practices. Because of this practice a great.er rsnge of 
rental arrongeT!lents is to be expected for relat,od than for non related tena.'i'li~o. 
It would be e2..vccted tlmt, written leases would occur less frequently on fru."'nm 
where the tenant was related to the landlord. Hofi"sommer states tha.t in 
ge:nefal female 1andlc)rds, landlords renting to lea.secs not related to them, 
and landlords living at n distance from tho rent tract are the individual 
landlordc using the written lco,oo to the £f..!'.'ent.est extent.59 He also found 
in a co~aparison ;)ctween tenants related to their 1.andlorcl and tenants with 
the se:r.10 -t,ype of landlord but tiot related, that the related tene ..nts are: 
(1) younger than athor tonnnts (2) aro of lanclow·.aing families (3) they have 
56 H. A. Tur·nor, uThc Ownership of. '.l:'enant Farms in the United Statcs, 11 
United ;3t[:i;tes Depm:'tment of Agriculture Bull. l11J2, l:r,shington, (September 
1926), p. JG. 
57 IIoff somrn.er, QJl. cit. , p. 17'7. 
been aided financially by their own relatives (L}) their net worth and socio-
economic status are higher (5) they participate in the community activities 
more like om1ers than other tenants (6) ·they have had schooling more com-
parable to owners tha11. other tenants. 60 In addition:, it was found that re-
lated. tenants: (1) vary T,10re from t.he tra,ditiono.1 third and fourth or half 
share lease arrangements the..n the unrelated (2) more frequently have oral 
leasing arrangement.a (3) more often have leases of indefinite length U) shmr 
a low ratio of rent to value and some~iraes pay no rent (5) 'With landlords 
living near the fat'm received less supervision than similar non...;ldnship ten-
tu1ts but those 'With landlords living more than 25 miles a.way received more 
i . 61 superv s1on. 
~ organiza.tipn Jli a.ssociat~ tdth ~ .Qi lease. There are several 
factor.s that may be used in :measuring the size of a farm.. The most eonnnonly 
used e.re:. labor requirements, total acreage, acres in cropland, acres in a 
major crop, amount of livestock (either value or animal un;l.t.s ) , and capital 
invested in the farm business. Regardless of the measure of size employed, 
there is a def'ini te tendency for part owner operated forms to be the larger 
of all other tenure groups. 62 When a.11 tenants were classed together in an 
Idah.o study it ua.s found that tenants operate larger farms than owners. 63 
Th:to m:iggests that these owners, limited in the amount of capital available 
to invest in land and yet wishing to opera.to efficient units, acquire the 
60 lJ&i:l., p. 192. 
61 Ibid., P. 192. 
100. 
63 Ek· d \) · ·t 11 re an uro1.m 1 .2.12. c1 • , p. • . . 
necessary additional land tl:iroltgh leasing. 
The situation see!lls ·to vary i,then intensity of farming is considered. 
In some areas the o-wners have more lan.d idle than do ten::mts &nd in some 
i:,-,.reas t,he reverse is tI·ue.61~ Eke nnd 13rova f.ot.:tnci in Idaho thnt the owners 
farned more intensively. 65 '.this would lead one to helievi,J that, something 
other t.han ty-pe of tenure is the determining factor of how intensively the 
land is farm.ea. 
It uas fom1d in ·the Southuest.ern Land 'l'enure Study that pril"t ouners 
usually had some livestock and that quite frequently rerrt.ers had no live-
st-eek. 66 In the IdeJ.10 study it we s found that tonantr: kept only tuo-t ..hirds 
as rnany livestock as owners .. 6'7 Of the renters that did lm .. ve livestock, they 
averaged much fewBr per farm than for the part. owners and the cash share 
~h L. . ..~ tenants on \', e average ht:-lf1 more livestock than ·uhe share tenants. As 
would be expected the proportion of total Income coming f'rom livestock sales 
tended to be highest for port owners and cash sh<:'U"e renters. 69 When size 
wc.s cm1sidered, homwer, it tras found thqt on large farms that the cash share 
tenants had the largest number of livestock per 100 acres of cropland~70 
Chambers has advanced the theory that income is the prime casual f'actor 
64 Ho:tf sommer, 912· c:j,1., p" 102. 
65 Eke and Brown, .9J2, cit., p. 12. 
66 ffoff somner, 106. 
67 b1re a.."1.d Bro1m, £m· cit., p. 211-
68 Hoff somBer, .Q.E. g_i~ .. , p. 105. 
69 7b-1 .. l
~·, p. 111. 
,, 
p. 106. 
of both ront 
''?} 
land value. 1 
:.'Lnte:vest rates arc an adc!itlonnl factor o:r 
part detere.ined the :ratio of rent tc valu.e. indicat~ioY1 iu:ss givex1 of 
the rolcij·,io:nship of amount o:f. :cent payment to type of tenm·e fo1J.owe(i but in 
the S(:,utrnro stern that the best lan<J the 
the:t tho proportion 
was hie:hest o:n thEJ poorest land. 72 
Hoffsonmor concludes t1w.t t;:he only siarrificant fn.rm org::m:b::ation factor 
uhich uppo1c:1·s to bo closGly relr,:ted to t.e:rn:rre of operator at is 
'". ·{ze 73 
~..L. I)' Ot:10r it~)ms such ns total investmcmt, grosa 
equ.:Lpment ::,nd workstock, uhich are apparently relatod to tenure are, tn rea1$· 
ia held. cc)r1stani1.~:-
l.er:1s "'' I significant. l'-l, It, po.ssi-* 
blo that in u:n. area of heavy populnJ:,ion pressure, 11:Ynd 
lf t.he pressuro for land 
hocomc:rJ too great or taker3. place too qu:Lckly, it 
land only through ownership. 
of Lano 1ncrc.:.1iJe s to n1oet 
71 
72 
?L,. I' . , 
~'.)20." $' 
p. 116. 
Oklu,homa 1 G 
The of 
Income to LnrnJ. V eJ.ue, 11 U111tod 
f J, u·"'e· · 1 co J ) "' \ "'' ,.L . ,. .,J_ .l'--t· ' ,? 14 " 
5r )·'¥ 
:rental fKJ.Y7J1ent is useu quit.a i'roquontly as tho no.mcnclatur.c for 
fico:tion of tenants. this ncthod vouJ..d pb.cc 
those the:!~ d1aro tho production of t,he fe.rm. uith tht1. oum:Jr, rJ.ncl those t.hnt 
verion but the ,nost ir'E',quont sluaros aro o:n.o-third Rnd ono--hc,lf. Other share S' 
someti.1n.e;~ :received hy ·the landlord are: two-fifths, 0110-fourth, throe- 0ighthr1 
&J1C! in so11e cropper ag:ree,nentr; tht1 lumUord rocoiv0s t.1U'ec-fourths. 
particulnr ayste;·1 of nomencle:t.m~e ia useful 
ha.lt of 
follcuod 
.f'requontl;r rcico:i.v0 tlto:l.r ro:nt :tn the .Corm of cesh 
and the hip;ho st f'roqucncy uritten leases upci found ".JO•ac:n landlords,, 
76 
'77 r>. 
With respect to the frequency of each of the type.s of leases as de-
scribed above, Gray found in a study in 1920 that the share rental type of 
lease predominated, with the one-half share arrangement the second most fre-
quent type. 78 He also found that in those countries in 1,Jhich the one-half 
share crop arrangement predominated, other types of share rental ware the 
second most frequent. 
78 Gray, L. C. st. al., 11Farm Ownership and Tenancy, 11 Agricultural 
Yearbook. 1924, 'Washington, 1924, pp. 58Lr-. 
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OF' OPl'.R.ilT GR 
LEASE 
did 
appeo.r to be directly astiociat.ed with any 1x:l.rticular type 
ccmt,age relationships for cnsh, cush share fn1d share 1eafJes appeared to 
same for all ago groupn. It uas found, however, that 
over lw,lf of th.e operators in.torvlewed wer,'J less than years old and 
pcT·cEmt were 1ess than 50 ;rears old. When the oper~rtors were cla.sBif:led by 
tenure e;roup:,1 it was discovered that the tenant oper:rto:rs ue:ro ri:core :fre-~ 
quently found :l.n the younge1' the older age grot1ps, below J,,_0 OVEJ:J:' 60, 
uhile thri pt:rt otm.er opero,tor s tended to be concentrated t.he middle 
Thus :i.ndica.ting that o,s the ycn:i..,'1gor t,enn.nts acquired more 
capi tG.l they were able to advance up the n1:;Tie1/1t,urc,.l lac1c1er so that by the 
time tl1e:,y uere approachine; r:1iddle age they be:ca.rn.e pcirt otmers. '.£'his same 
group hy the t:i.:me they reached the older age would probably not farm on as 
extensive u scale and uorud therefore appf:,ar among the full ouner group. 
This suggest,s t.ha,t tho tonure cycle in which an individual prog;rost~os from 
no.paid foJ:r11l;y· 1gbore.r to hired laborer~ to tena.11t, to part owner a:nd even-
tua1ly to owner opeJ:'2,tor possibly sti11 ex:'Lst.s although 
lectcd to verify this point. was c01wide:rable evidence that 
individ1mls rl!i:)Ver advance past the te:ns,nt stage of the cycle ('1\sble 
It 1:;:ppeors i;hero uill aluays b(;:l thnt group of ton,1nt.s will never have 
of OperntorD 
'l't-,::-1t=mt Cvor 
JO 30-39 /,J)-/,,9 50-59 CO 
--=----- __ --·~-- ·---~----,- Pgcont _ _ ------
Casl1 
Sl1e0:e 
1 .r,. /.? 
1/2 
7.62 
t:t;2r/ .27 
1/3 13. 10.oc) 5.911 
1/2 1.90 2.?2 1. 
e:thq:_ __ _ .54. __ AL,. ~il, __ _ 
1.90 
C 5/i, 
1.63 
1.90 1.09 
1.09 .82 
... ? .. >'?_~~--~~ 
1.09 1. 
'),..'t 
•' - I 
Srmre 1/3 1.63 3.26 :2.45 l.D9 
1/2. .82 1.63 .27 
------=--~---g~thC'_J' ----~--· _ _: ?'L--~-- ----~·---·---: ~!,: 
J/-:i . .,, EL 16 9.52 5./71 ") 1.63 ,t.,,,11! 
1/2 .27 • 
__ _ _othor __ -· =~---~ _ ---- __ .~7 .. ------- __ _ 
TotnL_cp.slL§hro;:e,_ ,,_9 _ ·- J ·AL __ -)!\:~:6 ___ 1it§ -~ 
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the opportunity to aecumuh.te enough capital to enDJJle t.hem to b'ny a farm 
r:md also the gToup which will feel that the best use of their capita.l re-
sources can be !l"!.8..cle on rented land. 
m.m filfQ_erience. The number of years farm eJ.::per1.ence did not appear to 
be as::iociated with a.ny particular type of lea$e but it did appear to be as-
sociated uith the type of tenure. 'l'he results 1,rere similar to those found 
in the analysis of the age of the operator. In other words part owners had 
relatively noro years of farm experience than tenants except in the category 
of 30 years and over (Table /i.). The explanation here rtlght be that some 
farm operntors have never a.ccumulnted enough capital to buy la11d o.nc1 there-
fore :must rent land as long as they continue to farJYJ.. Also other studies 
show that for the amount invested, tenancy ft1rnJshes tho most profite.blG use 
1 
of resources. Since tenants, however., probably have not accumulated very 
much capital they cannot retire or go i11to semi-retirement unless ot course 
they receive help in tho form of reli.e.f or gifts. The degree of retirezient, 
:ln other words, is not as groa."t for 'the tenant as for the part owner. The 
part ouner can reduce:i the size of' his far1!tlng operations by farming just 
the land he owns or even stop farming all toeether .:md rent out the land 
that ho Olrlls or turn t.he f'ttt'Edng opera.tions over ·co a son that chooses to 
stay in the farming business. Tho tenant does not have as many alternatives 
::wailc.ble uhe11 he roaches the age of :retirement or semi-retirement. If he 
doGs not have a son that is interested i11 f[tr:ming so that he can turn t3ome 
of the fD.ruing operations over to hiPJ., he must continue to rent the farm 
for as long .:10 he is able or he rnust go on relief. An ho l)ecomes older his 
1 I 
1 J • '• Chnrlton, ~,il;!.1 Aspects .Q.f Farr~ ,Chme.r.ship ~ Tc:nancu in the 
&,Kmwas Ozarks. .Arkansas Experiment Station, Bulletin J;.71, p. 63. - -
Nunb3r of Ye.c:.:rs Experience of Farm Operator 
cf Fann. Lea.s,'3 in Northuestern Oklahor.1a 
All Farms than 
30 
and 
__ 2,._.__ ~~-lli-. 15-19 [s0-2!+ 25-29 
Sl:.are 
1/3 
1/2 
other 
l /" I j 
1 I•") 
-/ ,e. 
other 
hold on the? land 
din:;; fer possession. 
. 54 
. ______ 1_i0 .... :-:_ccGJIL___ ---·----
2.72 
• 5i, 
3':./26 
7.07 
l. 36 
l"j 
'c .1.:±,~---
8.43 3.81 
.27 
.82 3.Jl __ 
--'----
2.17 "I I • 
., 51~ 
----------------
8 .,4,3 4.08 z.()9 
l? 51 L' 5.1 .. 11. "'. _). l,,. 25.70 
1.09 l.S3 1.09 1.90 J .. 
,27 .2z .82 .27 l.S.3 __, ____ ,,. ...... _,.. ,,.~ .. ---
younger noro vigorous tonants Hill bid-
st~1tus gf one.r.s.tpr. ThtJ ste. t.us of operator in this case r~~.~~ to 
t}:c 
se.rvice. all fa1:·m 
type of 1eas8. 
of 
operators uho Ht:rr:! not married to <lra1.1 l'.ny defin:t to n:::13. tionshipG, houov3r, 
\vl1e!1 t;lpe of te:n11re t·ItH3 co11r.,id.e-r··sd i.t 1.:1as found thut all op0rt2to·rs not 
It 1:rns rilso notDd tlk.t 2c relatively 
TABLE 5 
Status of F'arm Operator by Type of Farm Lease 
in Northwestern Oklahoma 
~---~~~~--~--~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ....... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~ 
Percent Percent Pe:rce:nt 
Cash Cash _SharEJ Share 
~- Total 
Tenal'.!~ 1/3 1/2 Other '.rotal lh, 1/2 Other Total All 
Veteran Married 3.53 
Non Vet. Married /,.62 
Vet. not Married .27 
7.62 
16.04 
.82 
l._09 
Non Vet. not lfarried .27 ______ _ 
7.62 9.25 1.09 .27 10.61 21.76 
r/2..7 17.00 19.85 5.44 2.45 27.74 49,36 
_ • 82 • S2 • 82 1. 90 
_ ____ l_~_.27 ,
0
_,£_~ 2,72 •• 
Pa.rt Ov1ner 
-~~~~~~~~~-~-----~-~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~ 
Veteran Married 
Non Vet. Married 
Vet. not Married 
Non Vet. not Married 
.27 
1.90 
.27 
J.26 .27 
.27 
J,53 
1.09 
11.15 3,53 .82 
1.09 
15.50 
1.63 
21.08 
~~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~---~~~~~" -· ·---~,~~~~~~~~~--~-
\,>J 
\..'l 
higher portion o:f.' the married veterans feJJ_ in the tenant group and that a 
ro1ativc1y higher portion of the married non-veterans f'ell in the p,art owner 
tem:i:cE, classificat:.Lon. It can be rightfully assumod th&t the average age 
of the veteran atK'l not 11arried sub-groups uould be J.ower than the non-
veteran anc:J 1nr1rried t:roup:3. TM.f, suc;gosts that ag13 is prohabl;:r more signif-
icantly associated with type of tenure than the stcttus of the operator. 
l~d,,11cc1t.1,@ of' .9.Q.Q!'..§1:tor, Tenant and part owner farm operators who have 
finished highscbool tend to have a .share t;v1)e of ]Hase r:iore frequently while 
thoso who have not finiohed highr.,choo1 tend to mor,s frequently have a cash 
or co.sh share lease ('l'n.ble 6). 'fhis relationship was En,phasized in the oral 
leases but d.id not appear to be signi:fic1::.nt in the written leasee;. One rea-
son for this emphasis might be thnt the EJhare leases are usually oro.1 vrhile 
the cash ond cash t3hr:Xe 1enst,8 are usually written. lH, was stnted ;p7tcv:iously 
the Southwestern Lfand Tentrr-o Roseo,rch Cmnmitteo found chtd; tenants w:t th land 
01.ming pa:t·ents ur.m.a1.ly aoro educat:i.on thtm tenant~, uith parents tiho 
cnmed no land • ,'3:lncG a la:rger proportion of tho or,erD,torG uith dmre leases 
were related to the landlord .a..rid the largest share of the operators who 
wore related to the landlord rented from a parent of either the operator or 
h.1s u:i.fe, indications nre tho.t th::ts same situation e::dsted Jn nortlnrestern 
Oklahoma. 
Sixty-
eight perce.ut of the farmerf, :1.nterviowed indict,ted t.hr•t they had never 
takon active part in i"-H Club work or fFA. The relative propor"t,ions of 
those who had onc1 those who had not i.rore !,bout the same f'or operators with 
share nnd cash ::;hare le.J.ses (Tc:tble ?) . In each instance only about half as 
.:n-2.ny indicated that t.b.ey lmd. taken active pnrt as compr~rcd w:'i.:th those ,rho 
TABLE 6 
Education of the Fnrm Operc.tor by Type of Farm 
Lease in Iforthwe stern Oklahoma 
Tenant and P1:1.rt 
Less 
than 
s 
Cry,.mer_Oi ... ,r._r:=·ll..;.,,,_ ___ -
Cash Shal'e 1/3 
1/2 
other 
]:'ota1 Cash Share 
Jotal Share 
1'otal _Qral 
l '" /j 
1/2 
.Q._ther 
'l'enant and Part 
.Qwner Written 
Cash Share 1/3 
1/2 
other 
.82 
-· 
.8'~ 
1.90 
.27 
• 5/, 
2.72 
J.;26 
.82 
.... 
10 
-· __ J.. 63 .2'7 1.;l6 
5-M~ 2.72 l}. 90 .82 
.54 .27 .27 .2? 
.27 
6~5 2.9..9_---5.17 1.02 
12.51 2.72 lJi .. 69 2.18 
1.36 ('}") .o"" .... 4.62 • 51,· 
1.)6 .217 .27 
~): 
-
l2· 58. 2.72 
2,3.~ __ ,26.11 3.81 
5.17 1.63 .27 
16 
.2.·z 
.27 
.27 
1.63 
• 51. 
2.18 
2.72 
.27 
37 
Attended 
Ag. 
. Goll?.IL~ 
.82 
cY) 
eON 
.82 
.27 
1.09 
-· 
1.9.L_ 
J.'otal Cash Sht:tre _____ ._. __ 8_2_· __ ,_.,_5 .... _1 ..... 7 -'-1.63 ,·-__ /.._.,._.(_)F_J ____ ..... _2 ... 7____ • .,..2 .... 7 _____ , 
Share 1/3 
1/2 
-~ .other 
.27 
.2'7 
• 2~7. 
2.'72 
.82 
1 ,P2 
.82 
.27 
3.81 
.82 
.27 .27 
-----------.-. 
:::'l'::.:ot=a=-l=W=r=i=t=te::1::.1:=:::::=:==2=. ·::::~:::2== 1 . 32 . 3 . .[l_.Jih.Q6 .• ?7 
Table 6 (continued) 
I,e.ss Attended 
than 8 10 12 14 16 Ag. 
6 Colleg~1; C> 
-
Oral and Written 
tenant and Part Owner 
~.-.~---·"·""--'"""~--- . 
Cash 1.09 5.17 l .J..9 2.72_. • !?1:- .27_ 
;-"; _'t 
t;clt111 Share 1/3 1.63 10.61 !,1-,35 3.98 1.09 .5/-i. .82 
1/2 • 54 . .27 .27 .27 
other • 27 
---·· ........... --
~rotal Cash Share l.('!l.._. 1.l.~2 t ,6l ,9.25 .1.]6 • ;it.. .82 
1/3 2.18 15.15 3,53 Ht50 2.18 1.90 1.09 
1/2 • 511, 2 .18 1. 09 5 .4L,. • 54. • 54 .27 
other . --..:.•.;.:;8;;;:;2 __ --'·;,,..;..~""'.L""'"'2""· __ .2J ________ -:!.27 __ ---~-
'total Oral 
_;:.;e~.n~d'""'' ..:;H:.:::r.=·ia..:t;:.;t::.;;e;:.;:n..:,._ ____ .....;.;/ii;.:-.:..c:.:g:..:J __ ---26,!.J. _ lQ!J~~~ _26.17 _ _J.,,.62 J.2q. · 2.18 
had been inactive, however, the op0ro:tors with cash leases indicated that 
nem~ly five times as many had been inactivcCJ as compared with those who had 
been active. 
When asked if they i:,mu1d be intere steel in buying the farm they were now 
:renting if' it were for sale over 78 percent so.id yes. A much larger propor-
t.ion of the operators with cash leases gave negative 011swers than either the 
shfITe or cash share operators. 
Fa.en operators with one-half sha.1'.'e leases voiced an interest in buying 
the farm at the ratio of nine to one compared with those not interested. 
There are tuo reasons why this particular distribution migl~t occur; (1) the 
operators with cash and one-third share contracts found it easier to pay their 
rent than the operators with one-half sha.re contracts, (2) the operators with 
TABLE 7 
Questions Concerning the Operator by TY})e of Farm Lease 
in Northw0stern Ok1ahoma 
~~~~~~~~~~~~---~·--------·-~~~~~~~ .... ~~~~~~--~~~~.~~~~~~~~--·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~ ..... ~~~ 
Percent Percent Percent 
___________ ...... G ... a... s... h______ Cash Share Share 
Have you ever been Yes 1. 90 9. 79 9. 79 16. 011- J. 81 
Jn 4-H or FFA? ____liQ .. , it.25. 18.22 1.36 .27 lCJ.85 27 .56 6.$0 
Hould you be inter-
ested in buying this 
farm if it were for Yes 
Do you plan to re- Yes 
rent farm? No 
.Additional Ex-pla-
i1atiom 
One more year 
Two or three years 
Indefinite 
Until able to buy 
Until a larger farm 
can be .secured 
Undecioed 
7.09 
1~.oe 
7.89 
1.63 
.82 
4.90 
1.63 
• 27 
1.36 
22.80 1.36 
4.90 
24.15 1.09 
2.18 
.82 
.27 
19.80 1.09 
;,z.45 
.54 
.27 .2? 
.27 
.27 
.27 
24.L+J 
4.90 
25.60 
2.18 
.132 
.27 
20.89 
2.70 
t': • 
• :;;L, 
.54 
35.00 
9.25 
38.90 
2.L,5 
1.09 
l.09 
31.28 
5.19 
2.18 
9.52 
1.09 
10.07 
.27 
.32 
7.89 
1.09 
.27 
.27 
Other Total 
Total 
all 
.54 20.39 32.00 
).26 37.62 68.00 
2.18 
1.63 
2.?2 
.54 
.27 
2.45 
.27 
L.,6. 70 
11.97 
51.68 
.3.26 
2.18 
. 1.09 
41.62 
6.25 
.27 
2 .• 72 
7f.L34, 
20.94 
85.17 
7.07 
J.18 
1..36 
67.46 
10.61 
1.09 
4.62 
'\JI! 
'° 
one-hPlf share contracts r1ore often capital available with uh5.ch to pur-
chase land. Of the tuo reasons given the latter r.ppears the least likely, 
however the one~,hnlf shD.re oporatorD on the avernge had a lare;er amou..D.t in-
vested 1n opera capital. 
Over 85 percent of the far·m. operators interviewed indicated thu.t they 
planned to :C'e--rent i;lw unit they were nou f2rming, only 7 percent said that 
they uould not. It is d.gnificnnt to note that over 67 percent ::stn:t.ed tlmt 
t}1ey planned to rent v.uit unt:i.1 they lJGre able to buy a farm. the 
reaction received when the farmers uore o.cked if they wo1,tld lx:, interested 
in buying the farm if it Here for Ba.le and the small rElsponse of those who 
1"1w1t.E-ld to rGnt the m:dt oniy until they were f1.ble t,o buy, it r1ppc"\rs that 
the operator~'! would rmther rent the fnrm for ns long as possible but if the 
place :i.rJ ever for sale they uould interested in buy:i.nt5 it. of the 
operi,tors, when interviewed, cmn111ented that they uould interc ~oited in 
bv.ying the farm if it was priced rie;ht. Because of these commentr: it ap-
pears tbat mcaiy times the operators consider it easier to pay rent tho.n to 
~ :i.nvc,3tlll(c311t o_perutor controls. The si.ze of busine<3S which the 
opero.tor controls 1::tppeared to very cl.efinito1y associated with the type 
of lense the operator had. Althoueh the different types of le,::,ses nre 
represented in both the sma11 0,11d largo lnvestments ther<=; uas a tendency for 
the operators who controJ.led the smnl1or investmontrs to have a cash or cash 
share lease while those who controlled larger :1nvestmc;,nts 111.ore often had a 
share e.greeraent ( r:,,,bl -- ,;) lee< ___ o O ~ 'The operators who controlled the very 1areest 
investments, ,000 over, without exception had share agreements. 
'I'he oper:,.tors :tn Area I controllEid larger bu0inesses than the operutor:s 
TABLE 8 
Total Investment Operator Controls by Type of Farm Lease by 
Type of Farming Area in Northwestern Oklahoma 
In Thousands of Dollars 
Less :'.;,10 ~*;30 ~')50 :{!;75 t125 
than to to to to and 
;,t10 t~JO ~ii.L... itZ2 ~~122 ove:c; 
Percent 
.Area "F J. 
Cash .27 :27 
Cash Share 1/3 
1/2 
other _ ... __ 
Total Cash Share 
Share 1/J 1.63 l •. J6 2.72 1.63 
1/2 • 54, .27 .27 
other .27 .27 .82 .27 •2!z.... 
Total Share 1.00 l.fil__ 4.08 1.09 .82 
Total All 1.20 1.20 I..:. J6 2.18 .82 
.Area II 
Cash J..63 .27 .:27 .54 . 
Cash Share 1/3 .54 2.18 .27 •. 27 
1/2 .. 27 
other 
Total Cash Share • 51.t 2.Li.5 .27 .27 
Share 1/3 1.36 5.9s 1.63 1.36 
1/2 .27 .82 .27 
other .27 
Total Share 1.6~ 6.8Q .. 2 .• 18 1.36 
T_qt(!l All 3.81 9.52. 2.1.5 1.6; • 2.4 aa .27 
Table 8 (continued) 
-
In Thousandc.~ of Dollars 
Less fno (:30 650 f\75 f/\125 
than to to to to and 
~i,10 
... ,. '.'',20 ... ~ , r.;o ~2-.• :.::,72 <'.''.1 "!:i ,,,;. s..,t::, 
Percent 
....:.=.=-·-==---,,,,.-~.-..--=--. .~-
A:rea III 
Co.sh 
. 
1.90 J.~n 1.63 __ .27 .27 
Cnsh Share 1/J 1.36 9.52 9.52 2.45 1.09 
1/2 .Li.5 .!,,.5 
other .27 
'£otal Cash Share l_.J6 2.22 10.61 2.1'.,t2 1.Q~ 
She.re 1/3 1.09 12.78 H.?O 2.72 1.63 
1/2 1.,09 1.09 3.26 1.09 ,27 
other .27 .82 .27 .27 
'l'otal Share 1.36 1A,6t! 11.12 2,.98 J.81 .27 
Total fil.. !J:. 62 2n 2s .,.,_ ...,.~':/ :?..,_ '( 2J.12 ~ I"- ~- .27 
found in o.cea II or III although there were operators in area II and area III 
who operated businesses valued at over t)l00,000. There were no instances 
fotmd in aroa I where the farm business was valued at less than $10,000. 
This tendency might be explained by the fact that a more specialized type 
of f'",rming is found in the T.[estern pa.rt of the state and specialized farms 
characteristicnlly have larg0r investments. The farr.1s in Oklaho:m.a become 
more diversified us one goes from wost to ca1:1t. 
It was also evident tho.t the cash and cash she.re type of lease was 
seldon). used Jn leasing cropland Jn the Panhandle. Since this is a high 
risk area tho sha:re type of lease ena.bles the tenant to shift part of the 
risk to the land owner. Only two cash leases were found in area I where 
crop land 1ms concerned, however, it wan observed thrtt the cash lease is 
used precorninately in this area when pasture land alone is rented. It we.s 
e.lso found in this area and in s.rea II to some extent that uhen pastur.e land 
on the farm was rented it was us1.1ally included with the crop land and no 
specific charge was made for its u.se by the land 01:mer. 
Opest2.tin_g ~a12ita12 invested .l?:z oDerator. The part owner fe,rm operators 
had more operating capital invested in their £'arm business than did the ten-
ants. F2.rr1s on which the operator had from ~r,4,000 to i;,5,000 invested in 
operating capital occurred most f:requently among the part owners while farms 
on which the operator had from ;i}l,000 to ,000 invested ln operating capital 
occurred most .frequently mnong the tenants (Table 9), There were no part 
ot-mer operators who had less than ~;;i,ooo operating capital invested and just 
a little over 2 percent of the farmers interviewed were part o,mers with less 
than ~t2,000 invested. On the other hand L}.35 percent of the fa:cmers inter-
viewed were temmts ,,with less than ~?l,000 invested and 15.69 percent were 
tenants with f;i,ooo to ;:)2,000 invested. This indicates that type of tenure 
in northwestern Oklahoma is very Ukely associated with the amount o:f oper:at= 
iug capital invested by the operator. There is the possibility that some 
mmers and part mmers mm land because the type of lease that they held 
forced them into ownership, in other words it was easier for them to own 
the land than to :rent it. This data alone, however, does riot support this 
conclusion. 
The operators in both tenure groups with cash leases genernlly have 
less operating capital invested in the farm buslnesG than the share or cash 
share lease farmers. Nearly half' of the :farm oporator,s interviewed with 
2 Includes the value of all farm items except land and improveraents, 
Tenant 
TABLE 9 
Total Operating Capital Investment of Operator by Type of 
Farm Lease in Iforthwestern Oklahoma 
Less ~~1,000 (~2,000 ~~3,000 ~~4,000 f!li5,000 (~7,000 $9,000 $11,000 
than to to to to to to to and 
~~1.000 ~l,929 .J2,99Q ~S3,999 ~4,299 ?'66 1999 ~t8,999 ~~10,000 over 
Pet'cerit 
Cash 1 .. 63 2.72 1.36 1.36 1.36 .82 
Cash Share 1/3 
1/2 
oth_!,ll' 
.$2 
.27 
3.53 
.2? 
5.17 4.62 J.81 
._21_ 
J.53 
• 51~ 
1.09 1.63 .27 
Tot&l Cash Share 1.09 3.81 5.18 4.62 4.08 4.08 , 1.09 l.6J .27 
Share 1/3 1.09 7.34 ;.44 5.18 3.53 5.17 2~72 1.36 .82 
1/2 • 54 • 27 • 27 . 82 1. 36 2 .18 • 51~ • 511r • 54 
other •2!&: 1.36 .24 .??_ .27 
Total Share 1.63 8.16 2.71 7.34 4-.cgo 7,89 ;,53 1.90 1.63. 
Total All :4:.J5 _lli,.62 12.25 1,3.,32 10.,24 · 12.79 4.62 ).,53 1.90 
i:: 
'------· 
Less 
than 
Part Oi:mer 
,ooo 
to 
Table 9 (continued) 
(~2,000 
to 
1'3 O"O '\) , ~ Ul 
to 
,000 
to 
~t5 ,ooo 
to 
(;7 ,ooo 
to 
tt9,000 
to 
,ooo 
~-. .. ~-,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~-
Casl.t. .. _ -
Cash Share 1/3 
1/2 
other 
.5~. .27 , 5l. ~ _ -~ .27 
.27 .27 .54 .82 1.09 .27 
• 27. 
.27 
.27 
Total Cash Share .27 .27 • 51,, .82 J.. 09 .27 ,,-·~ --~ 
Share 1/3 
1/2 
other 
1.36 1.63 1.90 2.99 2.lS 1.09 1.09 
• 54. , 5/e .27 • 54, • 27 • 54 • 82 
.27 .27 .27 
Total Share ~.90 2.18 2,42 2-53 2.72 1.63 .27 1.90 , 
'total All __ 2. 71 2. 72 J. 22 ;3. 2,2 J. :Ji+ -· 2. 29 _ • 24 2. 71 
;:... 
\.,'t 
l:,6 
cash leases had less than :;~2,001J invested in operating c;_:i_pital on their fa.rm 
uhilo 11,,df of tbose interviewed with share and cash share leases had over 
i)J'",000 invested. The one-third share and one-half r,bare 1eases showed some 
differences in thut lt) of the 39 operr.tors interviewed with one half share 
lcasen had operating c2.pitt:il iDvcr,rtments of fro:;1 ~i'.L,. 7 00D to t7 ,OOO. Sharp 
reduction of frequency occurred both above £mc1 below thene figures although 
there were some cccurine i:i:1 every class intervnl. The one-third share leases 
showed &n entirely difforent pa·ttorn in th~.t the frequency of operators found 
in each class interval fron ::n,ooo to C? ,000 is approximately the same. 
This go.vo a multi-modr.l frequency distribution, one :ln which the operator 
he.d from ~}1,000 to t,;2~000 invested in operatj_ng capital and anot,her when 
(:5,000 to :;~r; ,000 wao invested. 
Total j_nvestment Qf .th£~ 01-mer in~~ lensed. 'I'hose units in 
which the land ouner had a relatively small amount invested appeared to be 
cr1t1_rgct,erizcd with a cash or a shart:i type of lease, however, tho percentage 
of the Cl::'1.Sh leases on units with a relatively smo.11 investment on the part 
of tho 1l-mclord is much greater than for tho share leases. In over ba1f of 
the cash leases the lancnord had less th.m ''..'10,0DO invested while in the 
share leases half of the land o,.mers had f'rom ~jl0,000 to f;30,ooo invested 
in the unit. 'l'he highest percentage of the cash share leases uere found 011 
units in which the land owner had from ::~20,000 to ~,;30,000 invested (Table 
10). In ·;~he cash :Jhare leases no farw. operator paid as much as one-half 
of the e::;_-·cp ns rent on B.ny farm on which investment of the 18.rld owner was 
less than C15~000, The units having one-half shcxe contracts wore found 
in o.11 categories hut in over half of' the instances the land aimer had over 
f,20 ,000 investee'. 
TABLE 10 
Total Investment of the Land Ovmer in Unit Leased by Type 
of Farm Leaoe in Northwestern Oklahoma 
L (~5 00° f·10 ooo c·1r: -ooo '}20 "'00 <'"30 ooo t.,40 ooo t·r::o ooo 1:175 ooo e ss "i' , u ,,;> , , ,,p ) , ~ , C, ~1 , ';') · , , ·-t J , ""' , 1 -_ 
than to to to to to to to and 
~ t n . • ~ '1 ~ ft • ~ 
.1 enan ~,, 5 • 000 ~,;g, t:•92 hlL,., 9gg ~;, 2, 9c 9 ,';29, 000 s~) 3wOO ~11S:.., 999 :,,,7 4. 292 over 
jJa.sh 1. ,36 I: .• 62 1. 09 
Gash Share 1/3 
1/2 
other 
1.36 1.36 ~,.35 ~ .• 90 
.27 
Pere nt 
9.25 
.27. 
.27_ 
2 .li,5 
.27 
.27 
.27 
• 5/4-
1
.rotal Cash Share 1.36 1.36 4,35 5.17 _ 9.'79 2.72 ,54 .5k 
Share 1/.3 ,54 4.62 6.30 6.80 6.25 2.99 1.90 2.45 .27 
1/2 .27 • 51,. ,54 .82 .5,;i . .82 L.36 1.63 • 51t 
other 1tl-.7 .27 . 82 
~L---~ .27 _ -·--------·-------~ 
1.09 5./~ 8.16 __ $.16 7.076.80 ---~ -~62 .82 
-
Total Shar~ 
Total.All 3.81 11.42 13.59 13.60 17.40 10.88 3.26 ___.5-.16 1.36 
~ ~ 
TABLE 10 (continued) 
Less ijs,ooo ~,no,ooo ;$15,ooo :-:;20,000 ts30,ooo tY-1-0,000 (~50,000 \'&75,000 
than to to to to to to to and 
Part <Amer f;;,2,000 fit9,992. . ~151,,000 t119,222 s:i22.ooo_~:;,12.999 $Li..9,999 :$71~,o.oq _.9y§£. 
Percent 
Cash • 54 . . .54 __ _.......2 .... 7__ ............ 2 .._7 __ ..... ,....2....,7 _______________ _ 
Cash Share 1/J 
1/2 
oth~r 
.27 .S2 , .54 1.09 .54 .27 
.27 
Total Gash Share • 27 . 82 . !?4 1. Q2 • 54 . 54 ... 
Share 1/3 2 .18 1. 63 2. 72 J.. 90 1. 90 1. .36 .27 .27 
1/2 .27 .54 .82 1.36 .27 .27 
other .. 27 • 54 . _ 
Totnl Share 2. 18 •• 2.18 ;.26 2.70 3.26 1.90 .54 .54 
'l'otal All 2.99 ,3.54 4.07 4.06 l+JJ? 2.1+4 .54 .54 
~ 
@ 
tenants farli1ed the units in which the land owner had the highest investment, 
· Part of the explanat:lon or this lies in tho fact that most of the operators 
interviewed in t:."rea I uere tenants a...nd the units that they rented from one 
land owner wi:zo r..,ometirnes several qt1.11rters in size" Consequently the amount 
the landlord had invested wc.s usually somewhat greater in area I than in the 
other two areas. It was also found that ·l;he tenant who rented units in Fhich 
the land o,,mer had a relatively small runotmt invested usually paid the rent 
t.rlth cash while the part oi.mers usuo.lly paid o. share of the crorJ as rent. 
~ .Q.f .~11,Jelling M!Q g.!illfil: imnrovements furnished ]2;L ~ owner.~ ~ 
operator. The value of the dwelling furnished by the landlord for the.tenant 
farm operators wno not an high e.s the.t furnished. part owners. Of course the 
part ouners thatlived in dwellings belonging to the landlord ·were in the 
minority but of' t,he ones interviewed only one lived in a. house furnished by 
a landlord the value of which was less than $1000 (Table 11). A possible 
explanation of this lieo in the fact that there is an alternative available 
to the part owner. If the house furnished tzy the land owner is not ~is nice 
aB he 1.rould like ho has the choice of building a house on his evm land. If 
the tenant does not, like the house in which he lives he must either bear it 
or find n place with a better house. 
Rented farms in which the value of the dwelling is less than 1}500 ap-
pear to be associated with a cash or a share lease while rented f'arms with 
a more valuable dwelling appear more closely associated with the cash share 
or share typo of lease. One-f'ourth of the cash tenants lived in houses of 
less than ~;,500 value. The top one-fourth of the share tenants interviewed 
lived in houses valued at over ~}J,000 and the bottom. one-fourth lived in 
houses v2J_uod at less than ~}1,000. 
50 
There did not appear to be any significant difference in the value of 
the other improvements furnished by the land lord for the tenant or the part. 
owner except in those instances when the improvements were valued at less 
than $500. It was found t.hat 13.85 percent of the tota.1 farm. operators in-
tervie1<1ed were tenants whose landlords furnished less tl-.k'Ul $500 worth of 
improvements • .3 
3 This does not include those part owners who stated that the landlord 
furnished no improvementrJ with the farm. 
Tenant 
Gash 
TABLE 11 
Value of DHelling e.nd Other Lnp:rovements on Unit Furnished by Land Cl.mer 
By Type of Farm Lease in Northwestern Oklahoma 
~~500 
to 
Value of Dwelling 
d,J.000 (,1500 (;2000 :02500 ~;;3000 :)li(>OO tp5000 
to to to to to to and 
£~:U.99 :;n 999 Ji~!'" 92 . . __ f~:22 ,;1~~222- _Ji{},99 over 
Pert:mnt 
Cash Share 1/.3 
J./2 
other 
2.99 6.25 
.27 
2.72 2.18 1~. 90 1.36 1.63 
.27 _____ _ 
1.09 
.27 
1.09 
• 51, 
Tota]. Gash ,Share 2. 92. . 6 •• 5:Z '?,_.72 ~.J,8 4.20 .. --1..:.2.2--~!.62 1.J6 . .l..&.2 
Sh:s>.:re 1/3 2.72 4.08 4.35 2,1:.5 J.53 
1/2 1.09 .27 , 54, .27 
othgr.. .27 .511:: _.27 
Total Share 
1.36 
.27 
J.53 
.54 
1.90 
.27 
2,lS 
1.63 
\.n 
i....; 
Part Owner 
pafJh 
Cash Share 1/3 
1/2 
other 
Total Cash Share 
Share 1/3 
1/2 
Less 
than 
/\ C:')0 ~!~ 
'£able 11 ( continued) 
Value of Dwe1ling 
~)500 ~$1000 /i,1500 ('2000 ;)2500 ~l'JOOO j~4000 $5000 
to to to to to to to and 
.~29 ~~~1~.?'t 9>122'2. $:;~:f;;22 {$2999 . ~~i).992 SVk99'2 over 
.27 
.27 
.27 
.27 
.a?1 
.27 
.27 
.27 
. 27 
Percent 
• 2,a7_ 
.27 .27 .27 
~ -----------~.~~~~ ......... ~~~~~~~-
.27.. 
.27 
• 5Li . 
.27 
.27 
.27 
.?-.7 
1.09 
.54 
othsr -·--------·----
Total Share • 27 __ • 54 . 82 
VI i\c,~ 
Tenant 
Ca.sh Share 1/3 
1/2 
other 
Tcble 11 (continued) 
Value of Other Improvements 
Less ~:500 itlOOO :tl500 $2000 $2500 ~}3000 $4000 $5000 
tha.n to to to to to to to and 
g500 f£2~9 . ~nJi.99 fr~l22~ $2499 . tp2992 ~53999 ~24992 over 
3.53 
.27 
J.81 5.44 
.27 
~27 
3.53 
Per.c_e_nt 
2.72 
.27 
.82 1.36 .82 
.27 
1.90 
Total Cash Share 3.81 3.81 5.28 3.53 2.99 .82 1.36 . 1.02 1.90 
Share 
Total Share 
1/3 
1/2 
other 
5.71 
1.63 
~82 
8:.16 
6.25 
.27 
5,44 
.27 
.27_ 
4.08 
.82 
1.63 
.82 
2.45 
.27 
2.16 1.36 .82 
.82 1.63 
.21_ ~ 
6.53 5.98 4.90 2.45 2.72 2.45 2.18 2.99 
\,"II 
\.a) 
Table 11 {continued) 
Value of other Improvements 
Less t)500 (~1000 $1500 ~2000 t~2500 ~iJOOO ~4000 $5000 
than to to to to to to to and 
Part Ol,mer {$500 $'.;i99 , {£1499 $1299 ·. ~~2499 $2299 f1y3999 . 04999 ovei: 
Percent 
Cash , L 27 
Cash Sha.re 1/3 
1/2 
other 
.27 
.27 
.27 .54 
Total Cash Share .27 .27 .. 27 • ,54 
Share 
ll'otalShare 
1/3 
1/2 
other 
.54 
.27 
.27 
• 51~ 
.27 
.27 .27 .27 .27 .27 
.54 
¥! 
'l'.r..l.1LE 12 
Value of Dwelling and Value of Other Improvements Owned by Part Ovmer 
farm 0-perators by Type of Lease in lfo:rthwestern Oklahoma·::. 
------=-=,~~$<----~--"""·"'--=--~--,,_...,,, __ --,,~~-=--,~.,-~-~--.,,.--~~·---------·---------------------
Value of Dwelling 
Less ;;)500 t;,1000 zn500 ~t2000 C)2500 )00 (!L~OOO fl\5000 
than to to to to to to to and 
All Farms e,5,~,'"' '"'009 t,i,1'2n ""102,... '"'2'99 c:,,,q-,2 ,ti;-:;g99 ,c:,,029 v.,,, ,;;, ,!U "~?7;'" •:jl 1.,,z ~~• '?;' t ( -·••'l" 4 ~!;::_,4 (JJ.~ ')L~2 ~ 0 S-::., 
Percent 
Cash .~4 • '? 
Ca.sh Share 1/3 
1/2 
other 
.2? .27 
Total . Cash Share . 27 ··-
Share 1/3 
1/2 
.27 .82 
• 51~ 
• 54~ .27 
• 51+ 
1.90 
.27 
other -----! 2 ... 7______ _ 
.,, ~~ 
.1. ;;>O 
1.09 
1.90 
.27 
,.,,..._,.__,_, _______ , ____ ----,-,,,..,.-- . -------~--=-----=-~----------
.27 .$2 
.82 
Vl 
Vt 
Less 
than 
~5500 
to 
Table J2 (continued) 
,l1000 
to 
Value of Other Improvements 
$}1500 t:t2000 $2500 
to to to 
1,~3000 
to 
{~4000 
to 
$5000 
and 
All Farms ~3500 e~999 ::,JA.92 ~Al 999 t~21+29 $2999 ~e3299 . $4999 over 
Per ent 
Qash .27 .27 .27 .27 
Cash Share 1/3 
1/2 
othe:r 
Tota1Qash Swe 
Sha.1:'e 1/3 
:1_/2 
other 
.27 .27 .27 .82 .82 .27 
--· .27 .27 .27 .. 82 .82 . .27 
1.09 2.18 2.1g .54 .27 •. 82 1.36 1.63 
. 82 . 27 • 51+ • 27 • 27 
.27 .27 .27 
Total.Share . 1.90 2.18 2.18 .82 .54 1.36 1.90 1.90 
0 
if Tenants were. not included because only three tenants indicated that they owned a dwelling or 
any :i.mproveme.nts. 
\,"! 
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CIU,PTER IV 
CH..4.RACTERISTICS OF THE IJ'i.NDLORD AND 
THE TYPE OF LEASE 
Jigf} of la11dlord. Age of' the landlord might be expected to be associated 
with certain types of farm leases i.f the types of lease::: in a particular com-
muni ty have been chH~nging rather rapidly. If a landlord r1aB been renting 
his farm by a certain type of lease over a period of time the probability is 
that he would be reluctant to change the method of rental and it might be 
f01md that what was custom.cry for one age strata of landlords might not be 
customary for nnother. In tM_r3 sample it was noted that the landlords in 
the older age g-.coup who had oral agreements Inore frequently had share leases 
while older landlords uith wT1tten agreements r.i.ore frequently had cash share 
agreements (Table 13). Although there w11s a higher proportion of the cash 
leases written the frequency of thti cash leases dropped off rapidly for land-
lords 70 years old and over. \Jrwn a part or all of the rent payment is made 
up of cash it would be expected that more frequently the agl."eement would 
be written but it was found that there were more cash share leases that were 
oral thµn there were uritten.. When only a 8hare of the crop is paid as rent 
locri.1 custom can be pretty well followed as a guidE, and an oral lease ap-
pea.rs to work very satifJfactory in ms1iy cases but when cash is invol"'i.red 
the:re can be no basis for determining the~ rent on what is tyoical in the 
a.1--ea. Perl1a,,ps o.ne ren.son for tl1is l1igl1 nt1.n11Jer of oral cash~ sl1etre t1gr·ee1u.ents 
:might be tha.t during the past few years rents have been pretty generally 
TABLE 13 
Age of Landlord by Type of Farm Lease 
in Northwestern Oklahoma 
JO 80 
and a.."1d 
Hritten Belo:i&: JO-J2 1,.0-tJ.2 ;20-;\2 . 60-!22 :zo-22 _ Over 
Percent 
Cash • 5{t 1.36 2.45 J..6~ .82 .27 
Cash Share 1/3 .27 1.63 1.63 3.26 2.99 2.18 
1/2 
other 
Total Cash Share .27 1.63 l.6J 3.26 2.99 2.18 
-
Share 1/3 1.36 1.09 2.45 1.36 1.09 
1/2 .54 .27 1.09 .27 
other .54 .27 .27 
Total Share .5Lk 2.18 1.36 J.81 1.63 1.09 
Total Written 1.J6 5.17 2•44 8.70 5.114 
.2··2-2 
Oral 
Cash .27 .27 l.6.2 .'?,7 .82 .27 
Cash Share 1/3 .27 2.72 2.18 5.98 2.99 1.36 
1/2 .54. .54 .27 
other .27 
Total Cash Sha.re .27 2 .. 22 2.72 6.5J ~.26 1.6J 
1/3 
i1 
Share .;4 2.18 2.99 9.25 9.25 7.09 4.09 
1/2 .• 27 .54 2.18 J.5J l.J6 .27 
other .5k 1.09 •24 .27 
Total Share .S2 2.72 2.22 11.90 13.87 8.98 4.62 
,!otal Ora.1 .82 3.26 5.913 16.32 20.67 13.06 6.53 
ndsed in northwest OkloJtoma and in many areas the customnry oral share lense 
was simply chi~:nged to a cafih Ghcu·e lease and sinco both tho operator 0.11.d 
landlord customarily usod an oral the agreement was left Ol'*ftl., 
An exception to this particular type o.e ree,soning we,s found in arE,a I. 
one-foiirth she_re agreem.ont 1ras th01 typical but uith increi,rned 
in tho weather cycle so tbat gen,," 
tu-e;:t I during the p1:rnt ten years has been le1:m of a risk area than 
it was the ten ;Ji"et:J:'n previous t,:, 194D, the one-third ehare agref)ment 
tho typical type of lease for that a.ren. 
]:Jost of the lcas:i.ng agree:C!'ients that 
deviated from the cuBto~m1ry one-third du:,,re agreernont wero bet-ween operi1tors 
and 1ancUord:3 thgt were c1oso1y rel,rted (1'ecb1e U). ThG 0reatest degree of 
va:ciation uns found in those inH"trmces whore the landlord vn,.:, the or 
fr;ther of' thco. tenant. Iifenr ly three timEw nr, 1mny one-half share leases 
were found on f :cJ.rms irllere the land owner was a. porent of the operator or his 
wife as wns fmmd on fnrms in uh:lch the land ouner wns not related to the 
operator. One possible reason for this re1at:i.onship might be that quite 
f'r()quo:::1tly :.ihen a family c:s.rrnngement :;_ i, mndo the r;on vory little to off eJ."' 
oth,:or than his labor o.n6 tho shate of the crop thoJ, he receives for his 
less t,11£i1'l is customa1\Y" for tenantn in the BXetL As 
the son accumul:,,tes ::nore c::apitul and Machinery the shru·E.1 that he gets i.s 
It wa;J also quite evident that rel.oted landlordo nnd tenants usu.ally 
!i-.08 percent of the operatorr~ J'.'ela.ted to the 
landlord had uritten agreements. 'l'horo 1wro, ho-wevm•, q1Ji te a 1arge 
TABLE 11, 
Relation of Landlord to Tenant by T;y7pe of Farm Lease 
in Iforthwe stern Oklahoma 
Percent Percent Percent 
____ ,_J~g.§!1 Cash. Share----· Share -------
Total 
Oral Ji...1 ___ 1L2 Otlwr Total . _ 1/J ___ J.lg__Other . Total All 
Brother or sister 
Mother or .father 
or in-laws 
Grand parents 
Uncle or .Aunt 
Cousin 
............ .,..,.,,.. ..... -- --· 
Written 
Brother or sister 
Mother or .father 
or in-laus 
Grand parents 
Uncle or aunt 
Cousin 
Related. rnore distant 
Not related 
. 82 
.27 
• 51, 
O>"' 
.b~ 
. 'ik. 
.27 
.27 
.27 
4.35 
• 51+ 
J.26 
.27 
1.09 
.27 
.27 
8.43 
.27 
.27 
.54 
s27 
9,79 
,52 
.54 
.27 
Ott1~r °"-----~-- iu .. ----- -
.54 
I;.. Of~ 
.27 
1.09 
.27 
.27 
,27 
.27 
,54 
.27 
9.79 
1.,90 1.36 .27 3.53 4.oe 
12.78 5.17 .27 18.20 23.12 
1~()9 1.09 1.63 
.82 • 82 - 2 .1~5 
.27 • 27 • 5/.,. 
• 51',, . 54 . 82 
10.E\(i 11.90 22.0J 
l .. Q2 .27 1~36 2,l5 
------------·-~" _... ..... ---·--------------.. 
.27 .27 .,54 • 5L~ 
.82 82 1.09 
.27 .27 , 5L~ 1.36 
.54 
.27 .27 .54 
J.(n .82 Li-.62 18. 76 
-~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~--~~~~~~· 
proportion of the landlords who were not related to t,he operators that had 
oral agreements, in fact only /1.6 percent of the landlords not related to 
their tem1nts indicated that they had written agreements. Another rather 
startling fact was that 60 percent of the operators interviewed were related 
to tho la.nd OTmer and 66 percent of those were a parent of' either the operator 
or his wife . 
. OccuI?ation of :the landlord. Nearly 40 percent of the farmers inter-
" 
viewed had landlords who wore either actively engaged in farming or were re-
tired farmers ('I'able 15). Another 12 percent had landlords who were classi-
fied as housewives and many of those probably were or had been wives of 
farmers. The striking difference noted between landlords who were engaged 
in activities other than farming was the high proportion of cash leases over 
share leases. 'rhe landlords who were or had been farmers appear to have 
preferred the share and cash share type of lease. Eighty-four percent of' 
tho landlords who were actively engaged in farming had a share type of lease 
with their operator. The majority o±"' these were one-third share agreements 
but there was also a larger portion of one-half and "other11 share agreements. 
than in any other classification. One possible reason why those farmers 
who were actively engaged in farming rented out some of their land might 
have been that they were letting a son or son-in-law farm part of it.. It 
was fo1.md prev.iously that leasing agreements between father and son usually 
deviated from the customary shares more frequently and that in many :i.nstan-A 
ces the father as the landlord takes a larger share as rent. 
Distance landlord lives from ill!U· There was a marked tendency for 
the landlords to live relatively close to the land that they oimed. Over 
55 percent of' the l~mdlords in this sample lived within 15 miles of the 
TABLE 15 
Occupation of Landlord by Type of Farm Lease 
in Northwestern Oklahoma 
Percent Percent Percent 
£11 Farms Cash Cash Share Share 
Total 
.. lQ. 1L2 Other Total 1/J 1/2 Other Total All 
Farming active 1.36 1.36 ,54 1.90 12.24 2.99 1.36 16.00 19 • .31 
Farming retired 1.09 5.92 5.98 9.79 2.45 .27 12.51 19.58 
Laborer 1.09 .27 .27 • 5t.. .27 .82 2.18 
Skilled trade .54 2.45 2.45 1.63 1.63 4. e:l2 
White Collar employed 1.63 2.72 2.72 1.36 1.09 2.45 6.130 
Business em.ployed .82 1.90 .27 .27 2.45 2.72 2.72 5.98 
Professional 1.36 1.36 .27 .27 .54 1.90 
Housewife 1.63 4.08 .27 l+.35 5.17 1.09 6.25 12.24 
Other or unknomL_~~-----2-~ 7.62 .27 ;i.17 10.88 2.1$ 2.18 12.2] 2).39 
f6 
place that they owned ( Figure II).. The relative proport,ion of 1,,Titten leases 
increased conipt:ired with oral leases up to distancc1s of 175 miles but after 
that the proportion of oral to ·written leases remained relatively constant" 
thus indicating that distance exerts its greatest influence on the type of 
lease at distances of less than 75 miles. 
Questions concerni1;i.g ~ landlord. .A vast majority of the landlords 
did not have an age11t look after their farm ('I'able 16). Only 5.98 percent 
of the operators interviewed indicated ths.t they obtained the lease contre,ct 
from the land owner is ti,gent and a much lower proportion of the share rent 
leases ware looJced after by an agent than the cash or ca.sh share leases. 
Two possible reasons exist why this particular relat:toriship might occur. 
(1) .A large portion of the cash i:,,ncJ cash share agreements are between land-
lords a.-rid tena:nts not related and (2) s:tnce agents usually receive a per-
centage coimnission on the rent collected there might be more pre:,su:ce to 
adjust rents upward uith an increasing price level rather than following 
the practice that has been considered customary i.n the 1o1-rea. 
A much larger proportion o:f° the landlords whose tenants had share or 
cash share agreer,1ents had operated. the farm than the landlords uith caGh 
leases (Table 16). Not quite half U1-l percent) of the units with cash 
agreement.s on them had ever been operated by the landlord while 62 percent 
of the landlords who gave cash share leai:,e.s a,nd 57 percent of t,he landlords 
who gave share leases had at some time :ln the past operated the unit. 
Most of the operators interviewed :i.ndicated that the landlord was 
familiar with the problems on the farm. The farm operators with cash leases 
indicated that their landlords were not as familiar with the problems 011 tho 
farm as the landlords who gave share and cash share leases~ Th:trty percent 
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TABLE 16 
Questions Concerning the Landlord by Type of Farm Lease 
in Northwestern Oklahoma 
Percent 
Cash 
Percent 
Cash ShaI'e 
Percent 
abare 
Total 
1/3 1/2 Other Tota.1... 1/3 1/2 Other Total All 
Does agent look Yes 1.09 2.72 2.72 1.09 .51~ .54 2.18 5.93 
after farm? No 2.25 23.12 1.02 .27 2.4-48 - Ltl.88 S.9g 3.26 54.12 87.85 
Has Landlord Yes 4.62 16.S6 .54 l?.40 25.29 6.53 2.1$ 34.00 36.02 
9perated farm?., lfo 4.90 . 10.61 .82 .27 11.70 17.40 3.81 1.36 22,57 39.17 
Is landlord fa- Yes 7.89 24.20 .82 .27 25.09 J8,.08 9.79 2.99 50.86 83.84 
miliar with No 3.26 J.81 .54 4.35 5.98 .82 .82 7.62 15.23 
problems_on f:..ar=m ... ? __ _ 
How often does ten-
and see landlord? 
Never .27 .27 
Less than once a 
month 6.80 l0.88 
About once a month .82 3.26 
More often than once 
a month 2.1$ 12.50 
Less than once a 
year l~D9 .82 
.82 
.;4 
.27 
.27 .54 .27 
10.88 11.97 l.63 
4.,35 4.35 1.J6 
13.06 22.00 6.53 
.$2 
2.18 
.82 
14.42 
7.07 
.31.03 
1.36 
32.10 
12.24 
46.27 
.82 2.99 .82 .82 li,.62 6.53 
O' 
\.!'I 
Table 16 (continued) 
Percent Percent Percent 
All Farms Cash Ca.sh Share Share 
What are landlord I s 
plans for f'arm? 
-·-- Total· 
1/3 1/2 other Total 1/:3 1/2 Other Total. All _ 
For sale 2.72 1.36 1..36 2.18 .27 .27. 2.72 6.62 
To farm it himself' .54 .54 .;1~ .27 2.18 2.99 3.53 
Rold for investments J.53 12.51 .54. 13,06 19.Jl lv-.62 1.09 25.02 L,1.61 
Leave for heirs 2. 99 13. 33 • $2 11; .14 21. 24 4. 90 26 .11 1+2 • 69 
Not known 1.36 .~2 .27 1.09. 1.36 ~54 1.20 ~.35 
How did landlord ac-
quire this farm? 
Purchased while 
farming 2.18 7.S9 .82 8.70 20.00 4.62 1.36 26.00 .36.88 
Purchased while oc-
cupied other than 
farming 2.18 4,90 .27 .27 5,44 5.1? .27 .27 5. 71 13 ,33 
Inherited 4.0$ 8.70 .27 8.98 12.78 4,62 1.36 18,70 31,76 
Inherited money • 27 • 54 . 51~ • 82 • S2 1. 63 
Gift .27 .27 • 54 • 54 
Foreclosure .27 1.09 1.09 .54 .5Li. 1.90 
Homesteaded 1.63 L63 1.90 .82 .54 J.26 l+.89 
_ Other . 82 2. 72 2. 72 3. 23 . 3. 53 7. 07 
O' 
°' 
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of the operators with cash leases stated that their landlords were not familiar 
with the problems on the farm. 
The largest percentage of the operators with share leases indicated that 
they saw the landlord more often than once a month while the largest portion 
of the operators with cash leases indicated that they saw the le.ndlord less 
than once a month. The operators with cash share leases fell between these 
two groups. This indicates that the operators with share and cash share 
leases received more supervision from their landlords than did operators 
with cash leases. The reasons why this relationship might exist are; (1) 
the operators with share leases more frequently rent land from relatives, 
(2.) the landlords with ca.sh leases were more f'reqt1ently engaged in occupations 
other than farming and (J) the cash lease units were more frequently handled 
by agents of the landlord. 
It, was found that most of the landlords planned to hold the farm as an 
investment or to leave it for heirs, very few planned to sell or to farm it 
h~nself. A slightly larger portion of the tenants with cash leases indicated 
thr-i.t the landlord was interested in the farm prii"llarily as an investment than 
did the operators with share and cash share agreements. 
Most of' the landlords who gave share leases purchased their farm while 
actively engaged in farming while the largest percentage of the landlords 
who gave cash lea.ses inheri'ted the farm. The landlords who purchased the 
farm while occu1,ied other than farming gave cash and cash share leases ,r1ore 
frequently than share leases. Iifearly 82 percent of the units in this survey 
were acquired by the landlord either by purchase or inheritance. 
Length Qf ~ landlord~ owned~. There was a slight tendency 
for 'the landlords who had acquired the :farm most recently to have a cash 
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TABLE 17 
Length of '£ime La.ndlord Has Owned Farm by Type of 
Farm Lease :ln Northwestern Oklahoma 
Less Not 
All Farms than Over Stat-
~ 2-2 10-~. l.2-12 20-24 22 ed 
Percent 
Cash J..6) .5~ 1.02 • 5{i. 1.02 1.02 2.17 
Cash Share 1/J 2.lS 3.5.3 2.99 1 •• .36 1..36 5.44 8.16 
1/2 .27 .. 27 .54 .27 
other .27 
Total Cash Share 2.18 .J.81 2.22 L~.62 l.J§. 6.22 8./.,J 
Share 1/3 J.26 7,34 5.17 3.81 3.26 10.34 11.70 
1/2 1.09 2.45 .82 .82 .27 4.35 .82 
other .27 __ " ~ .27 • .54 .27 .27 .54 l.6J 
Total Share _JJ .• 62 10.06 6.5;3 4.90 3.80 15 .2J. 14.22 
Total All 8.!J:J ll.1;,41 10.61 10.06 6.22 22.'j,7 27.'J.k 
type of lease while the landlords who had owned the farm for quite some time 
usually had a share or cash shm-e type of lease (Table 17). Approximately 
28 percent of the operators interviewed did not know how long the landlord 
had o\...rned the unit. Nearly hall of the opera.tors with cash leases did not 
know how long the la..'l'ldlord had owned the unit and this may be the reason tha.t 
it appears that landlords who had owned the farm. the shorte.st length of time 
more frequently gave cash leases. It may be that since landlords who had 
cash leases ,Tith their renters did :not come around as often as did landlords 
with share and cash share leases that the renter did not know the landlord 
as well and was not as apt to lmow when or how the landlord acquired the 
farm. 
11.11 Farms 
TABLE 18 
Number of other Farms Landlord Owns by Type of 
Ii'arm Lease in Northwestern Oklahoma 
None 
or not 
69 
Over 
Known 1-J 4-6 7-9. 10 Several 
Cash 
Cash Share 1/3 
1/2 
other 
Totul Cash Share 
Share 
~ Share 
Total All 
1/.3 
1/2 
other 
6.25 
17.13 
.54 
.27 
17.95 
21.21 
5.17 
1.6,3 
28.79, 
52.85 
Percent 
2.72 .S2 .27 
-~4 
7.62 .S2 .27 1.09 .82 
.2? .54 
7.39 .. _ l.,26 .27 1.09 .82 
u..14 3.81 .27 .54 2.18 
3.26 1.6.3 .27 .27 
1.09 ,.54 .27 
13.49 5~9,8 ,54 .82 2.45 
27.74 8.16 1.09 1.90 3~81 
Number of other farms landlord~- Only about 28 percent of the 
operators interviewed indica·ted that they did not know of any other land 
that their landlord mmed while a slightly larger percent of the landlords 
were thought to have owned from one to three other farms (Table lg) • About 
5 percent of the landlords were thought to have ownership to 6 or more f'a.rrns .. 
There did not appear to be any significant relationship in the type of lease 
on the farm and the number or other farms owned. 
Length .Qf time~ !liQ tenants~ been .Q!l f'arm. The renter was asked, 
to give the length of time he had been on the farm and the length of time 
the renter before him had farmed the place. In classifying this information 
by type of lease it was assumed that the same type of lease had been used 
all the time with this renter and the one before. This probably was not 
70 
always true but in general landlords usually negotiate about the same type 
of lease year after year except perhaps during a period of general economic 
ad,justment when rents are being raised or lowered. Even then the type of 
lease would be very much the same but the rent payment might be different. 
There did not appear to be any significant relationships between the 
type of lease and the length of time the present renter or the one before, 
had been on the farm (Table 19). There was evidence, however, that the 
operators with cash and cash share leases who had been on the unit less than 
five years tended more frequently to have a written type of lease. Comments 
from many of the operators while taking the survey indicated that many times 
a renter and the landlord would have a written agreement the first year and 
then if everything went satisfactory they renewed the lease orally and never 
bothered to vJTite another lease. One renter who was a pa.rt owner, indicated 
0 
that he had rented one place continuously from a land owner for 27 years 
and that the first year was the only time they had used a 1"'Titten lease. 
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TABLE 19 
Length of time Fresent Tenant and Previous Tenant Operated Farm 
b:)r Type of Farm Lease in Northwestern Oklahoma. 
Present 9.I!erator ~re~ Q:Qerator 
Less Over Less Over 
Oral than 5-10 10 than 5-10 10 
!? y:_ears e y:_ears ;y:ears ~ ;years Y.,ears :years 
Percent 
Cash 2.18 1,02 2i26 .82 .82 
Cash Share 1/3 8.98 J.53 .27 2.99 2 .. 99 1 • .36 
1/2 .54 .27 .27 
other .27 .27 
Total Cash Share ~-22 ,.08 .27 3.53 2.~2 l.]6 
Share 1/.3 20.40 8.43 7.3L~ e.43 7.6?- 2.99 
1/2 J.81 2.45 2.18 1.36 1.09 .51~ 
other .27 .82 1.36 .27 .27 .27 
Total Share 2?,.48 11.70 l0.8S 10.06 8.98 3.81 
Total Oral ,26.18 16.86 
~-kl 14.41 11.27 2·:t8 
irlritten 
Cash /±.62 2.18 .82 2:22. 1,20 .27 
Cash Share 1/3 6.53 4.62 1..09 10.61 1.6.3 1.36 
1/2 
other 
Total Cash Share 6.23 /*.62 1.09 10.61 1.6; 1.36 
Share 1/3 5.44 1.90 .82 2..99 1.36 1..36 
1/2 .54 -27 1.36 .27 .27 
other .82 
.54 
Total Share 6.So 2.18 2.72 J.26 1.J6 l.63 
Total Written 17. '22 8.28 l+.62 16.86 ,.20 J.26 
CHAPTER V 
F.ARH ORGJ1.NIZ.ATIOJ\T AND THE 
TYPE OF LEASE 
Farm organization as related to tenure may be approached .from several 
different directions and conceivably can have very marked effects on the 
type of lease contract between the tenarrl; and the land owner. It should be 
pointed out, however, that in comparing farms or groups o:f farms to deter-
mine the effect farm organization has on the type of lease it is difficult 
to group the fa.rm.a into classifications of exactly the same farm organiza-
tion because ·the farm organization differs on each farm and there is a strong 
tendency for the farms in an area to fade into and out of a particular type 
of farm organization. It is possible, ho·wever, to group the farms on the 
basis of their like characteristics and ma..~e comparisons in this manner. 
With respect to the fifteen counties comprising t,his study the fa.rm 
organ:i.zation is fairly uniform as to type of farming carr.ied 01.1 and kinds of 
crops raised. The sample is perhaps more uniform in this respect than the 
area in that schedules were taken prirnarily from crop farmers and the prin-
cipal crop in most cases was wheat. Even though there was considerable 
similarity in the organization of the farms sampled in the three type-of-
far:ming areas there was vast dissimilar:i.ty as to size, percent of unit in 
cultivation, amount of livestock, and productive out-put of the fa.rm. By 
:i..nvestigating these dissimilarities it was anticipated that some relation-
ships between farm organization and type of farm lease may be determined. 
T3 
Since the size of the farm business gives a convenient means for analysis 
of the farm organization as related to the type of farm lease, this approach 
was used, The farm organization fnctors used in this study in meam.1ring 
size o:t a farm nre: ncres, productive output and amount of livestock. A 
fourth .factor belated to iJize, :i.nve stment ,. has o.1:ready been di scusned in 
Chapter III. 
Number of~· The schedulez were f'irst grouped according to the total 
number of acres f'armed including both rented and owned land (Tnble 20). It 
was folll1d that, t,he largest number of farms, over 3g percent, occurred in the 
size group of 150-300 acres and that the largest proportion ot cash lease 
contracts was found in this group. It was expected that the largest portion 
of these operators would be in the tenant class because this particular size 
group Jncludes all of the quarter section far.ms. Since the land is normally 
divided into 160 acre units the part 01.imers would usually be expected to fall 
in the class intervals with larger acreages. 
The highest proportion of cash share contracts was found in the next 
farm size 61']'.·oup hut t.hero was a very sharp drop in the percentage of opern-
tor3 uho had cash contracts. There weTe no cash leases found. on f,srms grent-· 
er than 900 acres in size. These rela:tfonship:3 indicate that cash leases 
are :1"!ore com;non.ly used on sraall fru:-mr1 uhi1c share leoses nre found on farms. 
of 2,ll sizes. Ono of tho likel:l roasons .for this might be thot. the absolute 
amount of rent paid would obviousl:.r be higher on the larger lll1it and this in 
itself might be one of the determining factors in the method of rental pay-
ment. 1Ihen cash is paid the tenant assu""los e.11 of the risk involved :i.n pro-
ducing the crop and the tenant would be in a position to lose more on a large 
unit than on a small unit altho1:1,:gh his chances of loss may :not be any greater. 
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TABLE 20 
Total Nurnber of Acres T:1 ' J!arrneo. by Type of Farm Lease 
in North,,mstern Oklahoma 
---
Less 150 300 A50 600 750 900 OveJ' 
All Farms than to to to to to to 
• 1:iO 2<2(g ~-93. .'.?l2- 749 ~22 10k2 l0,2Q 
Percent 
Cash .82 2.07 1.02 l.]6 
-.:.2, ~·-
Cash Share 1/3 1.63 11.70 10.06 2.72 1.36 .2'7 .27 
1/2 ,54, .27 • 51+ 
other ... _.27 
---=-----
Total Cash Share 1,62 . 12.:?4 10.61 3.26 1.36 .27 .27 
Share 1/3 2.18 15.23 13.06 6.53 3.26 1.36 1.63 1.6J 
1/2 .27 2,99 1.90 2.72 1.36 .54 • 51:, .2? 
other 
-
.54,. . • 24, .82 .27 .27 • ct2 --.:..2l;i 
1'..9tal Share 2.99. 18.76 l;'?. 77 _ 9,22 4.62 2.18 2.99 2.L~;} 
,Iotal 1\.11 2 .41,. _ 33.00 2"(.f:.''L. 11+,Al 6,53, 2.72 3.26 2.72 I 
The tenant, then, ·will expect a higher murginal efficiency of capital if he 
is to bear all of the risk. His hositancy to accept all of this rick would 
discourage him fro1u paying as much cc.sh rent on the large unit. The additional 
return available to the land owner if he rents his lrmd for a share of the 
crop appears to be large enough to eliminate the possibility of cash leases 
occm'ring on :;,Dst large units in cultivation. This of course is not true in 
tho case of t}1e rental of' lru.\:ge units of pa6ture laJJ,d. Hero the risk of crop 
failure is lecn and the difficulty of administering a share type of contract 
·would be :11uch greater. Consequently virtually all oi' the pasture land in this 
e.rea is rented for cash. 
ft .. nother reason cash leases are seldom -:.1.sed an ltu>ge units of crop land 
'15 
TABLE 21 
Size of Unit Leased by Type of Fru.•m Lease 
in Northwestern Oklahoma 
Less 150 300 Li50 600 750 900 Over 
All Farms than to to to to to to 
150 29~ !{lt 592 7/,[J_ 82<t 10.1x9_ 105Q 
Percent 
Cash 1.90 7.62 1.36 .... .27 
Cs.sh Share 1/3 2.L,5 19.31 3.53 .27 
1/2 .82 .54 
other .27 
Total Cash Share 2.~,5 20.i2 J.81 .32 .27 
Share 1/.3 6,53 25.27 6.80 J.26 1.36 • 5L, 1.09 • 51~ 
1/2 982 5.17 2.L,5 .82 .27 • 51} .27 .27 
other 1.09 .e2 ,54 .2']_ • 51,< • 5L:. 
Total Share s}.:i;;;l Jl.28 9.78 _ ,4 .• 08 1.90 1 ...§3. 1.90 .8~ 
Total All 12.7[:3 52.02 14. 2£2 !~. <tO 2,/1:2 1.63 1.20 .82 
probably la.ys in the fnct tlmt a more specialized. type of farming is usually 
followed on the larger u..nits and the share type of' lease is less involved 011 
a specialized form than on a farm that is more diversified. 
Uhen the f&rms were grouped according to the size of the unit to which 
the lease pertained, approximately the same results were sho,.m (Table 21). 
All but one of the units rented for cash were less than ,l,50 acres in size 
but units loe.sed for a share of the crop 1;ere found in all size groups. 
Only J2 or slightly more than 3 percent of the 368 farms in the sa-1:1.ple 
ha.d no cash gre.in included in their crop organization and only 6. 8 percent 
or 25 had less than fi.O acres of cash grain. One-half o.f the units that re-
ported less than 40 acres of cash grain had ce,sh. leases on them. Appro-
ximately one-half of the units with share and cash share agreements on them 
Less 
All Farms 
TABLE 22 
Number of Acres of Crop Land in Unit Leased by Type 
of Farm Lease in Northwestern Oklahoma 
40 120 200 280 360 M.}0 520 
to to to to and 
279 359 439 519 Over 
f~rc§nt ----------·-------
pash. .S2 4.90 2.72 1.63 ,54 
Cash Share 1/.3 
1/2 
oth~x-
.27 3.26 9,25 
.S2 
10.61 
.27 
,27-. 
3.26 ,54 .27 
.27 
,54 
Total Cash Share. .27 3.26 10.06 11.42 3.26 .54 ,54 .54 
Share 1/3 6.53 11.15 15.7$ 2.45 3,53 l.J6 1.36 2.72 
1/2 .82 1.63 4,,.35 L 6.3 . 82 • 54 • 82 
other .27 .82 1.09 .27 • , .J~~ 
Total Shnre ... __ .27 S.16 12 . .78 2lo2l A,36 4,36 1.36 2:45 4.36 
Total All l.]Q_ 16.32 25.56 34,27 8.16 4.90 1.90 2.99 4.36 
'1 
0:--
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had more than 120 acres of co.sh grain on them. The units with cash leases 
tend to have fewer acres of cash grain than do the units w1th share or 
cash share agreements. 
Since a major portion of the cropland in this m·ea. is in cash gra.in a 
frequency distribution, (T.;1.ble 22), o:f the cropland :in cash grain shows 
practically the same thine as the analysis of the number of acres of cash 
grain in unit leased, (Table 23). ;\Iost of the leases in the sample were 
on units thfl.t had from. SO to 20Cl acres ln crop land uith most of the cash 
leases on units that had less than 80 acres in crop land:: (Table 22). The 
range uas considerably greater for the unitE, with share and cash share 
agreements on them since lj .• 36 percent of the operators rented units with 
over 520 acres of crop 11'l_ncL 
The nroductive output. Tho productive output value of the farm include[J 
the gross market value of al1 items produced on the farm. Although a little 
over half of all the farms in the sa:nple had a productive output of over 
f~BOOO the1~e were t"arms in the sample that had a productive output value of 
less than ;)l(Y-)0 (Te.ble 2L~)" A higher proportion of the tenant operators 
had cash leases while most of the part oirners appearing in the louer group 
had share leases. However, it was found thr:.t over half of the tenants with 
co.sh leases had a productive output value of more than (j6000. In a comparison 
of ';:.he productive output of tenants versus pc:u·t owners it was evident that 
the vo.lue of the tenants productive output was comparable w1th that of part 
owners, however, since tenants must pay rent on all that they farm it is 
probable that they would not have as high a family income as part ovmers. 
They couJ.d, however, have as high or even higher return on investment. 
The size of the total productive output does not appear to be associ.ated 
All Farms 
Cas,h 
Cash Share 1/3 
1/2 
other 
Less 
than 
. 40 
TABLE 23 
Total Number of Acres of C~sh Grain on Unit by Type 
of :F'arm tense in Northwestern Oklahoma 
40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 
to to to to to to to and 
'fl 112 159 199 232 279 319 over 
Percent 
J.2~-- 2.'72 ____ .2.18 __________ .27 
-~ .27 
• 51+ J.53 10.06 6.80 
.27 .27 
.21 
2.45 
.27 
2.99 • 5L~ .27 .54 
.27 
Total Cash Share .54 3.Sl ,10.61 6.80 2,72 2.99 • ..5..4 .27 .82 
Share 1/3 2.45 5.17 12.78 11.42 1.6.3 1.08 1.70 2.99 4.90 
1/2 .27 1.09 2.45 3.26 1..36 .54 .. 27 1.36 
_______ ot=h.§r ~ .27 .27 .54 .5/. .27 .27 1.36 
Total Sh?.re 2.22 6.53 15,77 11+•96 3.26 1.36 2.45 J.26 1~62 
Total All 6L8Q 13,06 28.56 _£2,39 9.52 ,{i..36 __1,_26 3.53. 8.43 
.... , 
w 
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with any particular type of lease ('rable 2L;). This indicates that formers 
with e. large productive output do not necessar:1.ly have an advantage or dis-
advantage in obtaining a certain tyj_)0 of lease as far as the size of' pro-
ductive output is concerned. Tho analysis, however, of the total value of 
the crops produced on the farm clearly indicates the.t the cash type of lease 
is used on Farms thc.t do not raise a large amount, of crops, (Table .25). Half 
of the farm operators intervieued with cash leases produced less than ~t2000 
worth of crops while over half of those interviewed with share leases raised 
crops va.lued at ,.: 5000 or greater. Half of the cash share tenants produced 
crops v1;,.luod at over ;}/+000. 'l'his may indicate that the operators with cash 
leases usually practice a more diversified farming system and concentrate 
more honvily on livestock. 
1;Jhen the sample was anE:.lyzed according to value of the crops produced 
on the unit., (·rable 26), there was a narked t-cmdency for the units with ci:i.nh 
leases to produce a smaller productive output than the units i,!ith cash share 
or shn.rc l0nB013. 'i'hirty-tvo percent of the units uith each loase:J produced 
c:cop::; valued r.1.t less tlw.:n !/1000 whilo only 6 percent of the unHo with caf:lh 
shDre <,ml 5 percent of the chare loaser:3 fell in this clasi3i:fication. 'l\rerity-
thrGe percent oi' the tt>1its with shore leases had over !)7000 worth of cropo 
produced on t.hem. This pcrc:ente.ge was c012sid.crably abo-.ro thnt found on units 
tri tl-1 c:J.sl1 01~ cash ~·l1,'n_ .... ~ ""·""'ee1"f,·,·1·t,, ("'1····hle ?6) ....., _ ... >J ~t:.5.i. ...... _u:...-. ,-;, , c:\.~-· ,_ w This would s.ppear to verify 
the a::wumption mc,de e2.rlier tho.t the 1111itB with co.sh lea;::;cs on thcrn. were in 
general more diverGifled than the unlt.s with casl: shure and share leases on 
them. 
Tho other incor,1e to the f2a·m was mude up of wngcs earned off the fa.rm, 
pay...-aents to veteru.ns tor on the job training, eernings from investments .s.nd 
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TABLE 24 
Total Productive Output of Farm by Type of Farm. 
Lease in Northwestern Oklahona 
Less :!~1,000 (;4,000 t~fJ,000 t~12,ooo Over 
than to to to to 
:renunt tn .ooo ""l 2°9 .._J, , ? s~? .299 ~%11,000 ~t,19,000 ~~2.0,00Q.. 
Percent 
9ash • 2L~ 2.72 2.72 1 .. 90 .27 .2'J .. 
Cash Share 1/3 .27 4.36 12.78 5.L,4 1.36 .27 
1/2 .27 •?4 .27 
Other .2 ... 
j.'otal Cash Share .2'7 k.62 l,2.J] 2:i:Zl 1.6,J .27 
l.lhare 1/3 .27 7.07 12.24 5.98 5.71 1.36 
1/2 1.09 1.90 1~90 1.09 1.09 
other 1.63 .82 .27 .27 
Jotal Share .27 8.16 15.77 8.70 7.07 2.72 ~ 
fart Oun er 
j;ash .27 1.:02 .27 .27 
Cash Share 1/3 .27 1.09 • 5L} 1.63 
1/2 .27 
other 
,Total Cash Share .27 1.09 .82 1.6,3 
Share 1/.3 1.63 J.S1 2.99 2.45 1.36 
1/2 .54 .82 1.36 .54 .27 
other pie I • ;ilk .27_ 
;.;otal Share 2.18 4.62 4.,;36 3.53 1.2Q.. 
'rotal All ..,,... __ 1.09 1.8.22 38.35 21.4[3 14.41 2•4/L 
All Farms 
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TABLE 26 
Total Productive O:µtput Value of Crops of tho Unit Leased by 
Type of Farm Lease in Northwestern Oklahoma 
Less t1000 t,2000 (3000 *)5000 
All Farms than to to to to 
1)1 
'.2. 000 ~\1222 tt;2222 a~k9..22 <''6922 ,.j) . ___ 
Percent 
.9§..§h 
.2•23 3.26 _1.36 1.90 
Cash Share 1/3 1.90 b.-· 62 5.98 10.34 4.08 
1/2 .27 .27 .27 
other 
TotHl Cash 
-
Share 1.20 _£.,.;t.O __ 6.22 10.ql !i:.09 
Share 1/3 2.45 6.53 8.4.3 11.97 6.53 
1/2 .54 1.09 1.09 3.26 1..36 
other _ .. • 51*. l_.J6 ..:5.it 
Tota.LDJt~.:I'JL.p 2.29 7,.62 10.0p 16.52 . . 8f 6k) 
Total All 8.ii,3 12,77_ 17.68 29.10 12.21 
82 
Over 
;;,7000 1? \. -· 
1.09 
1.09 
.54 
.2'( 
1.90 
8.98 
J.26 
l.~6 
13.60 
16.22 
any other money income that the farmer received during the year. It was 
found th:,rt over half of the farmers interviewed had received income from 
other sources besides the farm and that the amount ranged f!·om a few dollars 
to over :}5000 {Table 27). Nearly half of ·t.hose that indicated that they 
had received outside in.come reported less than t$1000 and half of these fell 
in the group that 1~cceived J.ess than ~~250. A slightly higher proportion of 
part owners reported no outside income and this might be attributed to the 
fact that more of the tenv.nt s were veterans and thus qu.alif ied for on the 
job training benefits. Three tenants indicated that they had received more 
than *)5000 in income not from the farm while only one part owner was in 
this group. In general, however, the ammmt of' income earned off the farm 
did not appear to be associated with any particular type of lease. 
'l'ABLE 27 
Other Income to the farm Besides Crops end Livestock by Type of 
Farm Lease in Northwestern Oklahoma 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~-·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~ 
1 °,- 1'250 <l'r.:oo ,:,,1 oon t11 5r)O c:") 000 c':,2 r.:_00 ~;-3· oo· 0 •vOS ':i? ~trJ - ~1l-1 l.... <?· , .. <t)h .. ,....., .... 7p , J · 'i;} , 
Tenant than to to to to to to and 
;;;i250 ~~L,29 t~999 ~n ,1+99 ~la, 999 ~i2 ,l,99 ;1f.2 i299 over 
Percent 
Cash 2.18 1.09 1.09 1.90 2.72 
------~-27 
Cash She,.re 1/3 
1/2 
other 
10.06 
.5A 
2.72 .54 2. 5!~ 
.27 
L: .• 35 
.27 
.27 
2.18 (i.r""j .o~ 1.36 
Total Cash She.re 10. 61 2. 72 • 5Lt 2. 72 k. 90 2 .18 • 82 1. 36 
Share 
Total Share 
1/3 
1/2 
other 
13.33 
l+.90 
l_._26 
/;-..35 1.09 2.99 5.71 3.51,. .54 1.09 
.27 1.09 .54 .27 
~_/;,,__ ______________ • 27 • 54 ·=2'--'-7-~-----
12.58 5.17 1.99 3.26 7,34 3.53 1.36 1.36 
f':·"'1 (J 
Part Ovmer 
TABLE 27 (continued) 
I "'"' t·250 ":·~oo ,,,.1 ooo fl 1:..00 .;,2 001 "1·2 r:oo 
.18i.:.:ic.i -si...... fiV.....- s) , \ "!I1' '../ ~r' , C ~? ,J . 
than to to to to to to 
'"250 ,!:, 'c9 c-'aq9 ·f.1 199 ~-1 ;,{'2 <1"2 ' 0 9 a:·2 999 q) ._ ~;)4 i C'.-') 7 ( )) , k 'l..i) J 7 <) , /,4. i ):? ' : 
Percent 
:t3 ,ooo 
and 
over 
Cash 1.09 .27 .27 _ .27 
Cash Share 1/3 1.90 .S2 1.09 .27 .27 
l/2 .27 • 5Li-
other .27 
Total Cash ~e l.']O 1.90 1.90 .27 .27 .27 
Share 1/3 5.99 2.45 1.09 .82 1.09 .27 
1/2 1.90 • 51} .27 .54 .27 
1.09 
other .27 .27 .27 
Tota::1._ShtU'e 7.'6..., 
----- --------------------- -- :> 2.72 1.90 1.09 1.63 • 5,4. 1.09 
·rotal 
--
!~2. 9.7 13.06 1._20 1.36 2.17 1.09 L~.35 
ffe 
The amount of livestock. It would· be expected t,hat the presence and a· .. 
mount of livestock kept on the farm would be related to the land resources 
and the type of lease adopted would be the one that would enable the tenant 
and landlord to best utilize Uese resources. 
When the analysis was made on the average value of livestock inventory 
there was a stronger tendency for the share lease operators to lnve no 
livestock on their farm than the cash or cash share operators although 
there was also a wider variation in the value of livestock kept by the 
share operators (Table 28). This could be considered as another verification 
of the hypothesis that the cash leases are most popuh:r on those uniti::; that 
are more diversified and'keep at least some livestock. There appeared to 
be a large group of share operators who kept no livestock and then another 
grouping that had an avorage livestock inventory of $2000 to $3000, The 
operators with cash and cash share leases tended to group within the range 
of t?2000 to :it4000 worth of livestock. The one-half share leases tended to 
have a similar frequency distribution as the one-third share leases. There 
did not appear to be any significant difference in the amount of livestock 
kept by tenants as compared with part o.mers except thti.t there were more 
tenants that kept no livestock. As would be expected the average number 
of livestock that can utilize pasture followed very closely the picture 
shown by the average value of livestock per farm (Table 29). Thus inc1i-
cating very little of ·the livestock in this area consisted of animals that 
cannot utilize pasture, such as hogs and chickens. It might be expected 
th.at the cash share type of lease could be most frequently found on the 
units that have some pasture but there did not appear to be any signifi-
cant difference in frequency distribution between the share and the cash 
share t,ype of lease with the exce,pt,ion t,hnt t,here was a :mu.ch hlgher portion 
Tenant 
Ca:;ih 
Cash Share 1/J 
1/2 
other 
TABLE 2$ 
Average Value of Livestock pc,r Farm by Type of Farm Lease 
in Northwestern Okla11oma 
No Less :;\1000 (p2000 (Uooo is4000 ~t,5000 Over 
Live- than to to to to to 
stock ~1000 ~Sl929 ~t292't $3999 %~·4979 $5929 96000 
Percent 
.2_7_ • 82 6.25 l.63 .82 1.36 .82 
-
4.90 7.34 J.81 2.99 1.90 1.36 1.63 
.27 .27 .27 ?'7 ,~ I 
• 5L~ 
.27 
,Iotal Cash $hare .;ik 5.17 7_.62 Li:.08 J.26 1.90 1.36 1.90 
Share 1/3 5. 71 7 .89 5.17 6.80 2. 72 2.45 • 54 1.36 
l/2 1. 90 • 82 1. 09 • 82 1. 09 1. 36 
other .e:2 1.09. .27 .54 
Total Share 8.A3 9.79 6.52 8.16 J.81 2.45 .54 2.72 
--:-'___..,,~;··· ~ 0,. 
Part Or,rner 
Cash 
Cash Share 1/J 
1/2 
oth'°r 
Table 28 (continued) 
No Less $1000 ~2000 $3000 $4000 $5000 Over 
Live- than to to to to to 
stock f~lOOO ~11299 ~fi2Q99 (~3999 ~~Lk922.._ ~·!2999 ~,6000 
.82 
,51,,. 
.27 
Percent 
.82 
.27 J_2(]__. --~ 
• 51 .. • 51+ .54 ,54 
Total Cash Share • 82 • 82 . 54 • 54 • 54 . 51* 
Share 
Total Share 
Total All 
1/3 
1/2 
other 
.82 
.27 
1.90 
1.67 
.2'1 
1.63 
.82 
2.72 1.63 
.27 
,2'1 
1.90 .82 
.2'1 
.82 
• 5/i, 
1. 09 3 • Bl 2. 45 2. 72 2 .13 1. 90 1. 90 1,. 36 
10.34 21.21 23.66 15.59 l0.8S S.16 4,62 10.61 
® 
..;..:; 
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of the operators with share leases that had no livestock. This would appear 
to indicate that if pasture resources are available on the farm it may have 
an effect 011 the type of lease in that a share of the crop is paid for the 
use of the cropland and cash paid for the pasture. This ha.s traditionally 
been the purpose of the cash share type of lease but it was observed in 
interviewing many of the farm operators that the cash payment part of the 
lease represented in many instances a means of increasing the rent. 
As would he expected the income from livestock and livestock products 
followed very closely the pattern already set for livestock (Table JO). 
'l'here was a relatiyely higher proportion of operators with share contracts 
that had no income from lives:tock or livestock products than either the 
operators with cash or cash share contracts. Over 10 percent of the operators 
were share tenants that had no income at all from livestock. There were, 
however, some tenants who indicated that they received over $5000 from 
JJ.vestock and livestock products. Over half of the operators interviewed 
indicated that they had received less than $1000 income from livestock and 
livestock products. 
~ relative J?!'Oportion .2f ~ various factors associated .li.ill ~. 
In order to determine if certain types of leases were in any way associated 
with the proportion rather than the actual amount of cropland or pasture 
in the unit the percent of the unit in pasture and in cropland was figured 
for each farm in the sample. It was found that there was a very marked 
tendency for the rented units that had a large percentage of cropland to 
have a share type of lease (Table Jl). Over 23 percent of the operators 
interviewed rented units that had from 90-100 percent of the unit inc ropland 
and 22.3 percent of these were on fa.rms with a share rent agreement. There 
All Fi:u~m 
TABLE 29 
Average NV.mber of Animal Units That Can Utilize Pasture by 
Type of IT arm in Northwestern Oklahrn:na 
Less 
than Over 
N~ r.; r p _........_ 2-:.2 ~ 15-;~4 _ .~22-1,9 5Q~ 
Cash .5?;, .54 1.J6 3.81 
J.81 
Cash Share 1/3 .82 
1/2 .27 
6.25 
.27 
5. 41,,, 
.27 
Percent 
1.90 
5.98 
'"f'J 
• r~{ 
other .27 __ ~---
Tot9al Cash . Share 
Share 1/3 
1/2 
other 
7 .JL~ 
2.1::s 
.82 
5.71 
2.1:-5 
.82 
6.25 
1..36 
.27 
7.62 
.27 
1.09 
'). 79 
1.90 
• 54. 
2 .• 18 
4.08 
f,,. 08 
7.34. 
1.36 
.?.7 
.27 
1.09 
.27 
1.36 
.82 
a82 
.5{ 
• 5i, 
• 5L1• 
.27 
"'1 o+ c.l Sh.,- l O ''"16 M as "7 c'2.. .,:j. 98 1· ') 0 4 6 ('C} 1 t':? 2"1' ~ \-.. ,~§___-... .u ~ .o_ o..: . , ...... ,-....,. 1 ,_)."";.:.ro ~re.,;; .. 
.'.[ot£s.l All ll.lk2 lJ,.87 15.77 17.95 20.4.0 15.23 3.26 1.36 
Cash 
Cash Share 
TABLE 30 
Income From Livestock and Livestock Products b;r Ty,Je of 
Farm Lease in Northwestern Oklahoma 
Less [1;500 ~)1000 :J':;2000 (~3000 ~/;L,.000 Over 
No than to to to to to 
Income rf;5QO ~;$9<;),9 $S1999 iip2992 t/,3999 {;/;,999 ;;1,5000 
Percent 
... 82 2.18 ~ --.-.--- -., -r- ('~"') .ofr__ 
1/3 2.72 5.17 7,07 6.25 1: .• 08 1.90 • 5L~ .27 
1/2 .27 .82 .27 
__ other 27 
Total Cash Share ···-··- 2.72 5 . .71 ....J..07 7.07 4.36 1.20 .,54 .27 
Share 1/3 10.88 8.98 7.34 10.06 3.81 2.99 .82 
1/2 J.26 1.63 1.09 1.36 1.36 .82 ,27 .S2 
other 1 • oo -~--- . 5.4. . $2 • 51.. -·-------
Total Sfo:tre 15..23 11_.J:_2 Cl- Qd 1· 2 2 I 5 71 J 6 1 ?7 ~ 6" 
~t 0 •-1+• 010 ••- ....... ~
Total All _ 18.76 19.31 l8J1:.2... ·--· 
'° 0 
TABLE 31 
Percent of Unit in crop land b-,t Type of Farm Lease 
in Northwestern Oklahoma 
Less 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
than to to to to to to -~o to 
20 29 39 l:.9. 59 69 79 89 100 
Pe]:'~fl!nt 
Cash .54 1.6;3 1..36 · 2-.18 1.36 1.09 1.02 1.02 .27 
1.09 Cash Share 1/3 .27 .32 J.81 4.35 4.08 
1/2 .27 
~~ .n 
8.16 
• 5.l,. 
5.~.4 
.54 
Total Cash Share --~4. .82 3.81 4.62 4.08 8.70 5.98 1.09 __ 
Share 1/3 1.70 1.36 1.36 4,.35 7.31, 5.17 8.43 14.96 
1/2 .27 - 1.09 .82 .27 1.63 1.63 ,4 .• 90 
------"o"""t=hec=..r • 27 • 54 . 54- 2. L,5 
Total Share 2.18 1.36 2.L,.5_ 5.4.4 $.16 6.80 10.61 22.20 
_!otal All .54 4-.;36 3.:)3 8.43. 8.70 lJ.33 l?.68 23.66 
~ 
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did not appear to be any significa11t difference in frequency distribution 
of the one-third and one-half share agreements. Both the cash and cash 
share agreements had a tendency to be on farms with a lower percentage of 
cropland with over one-half of t,he cash agreements on units with less than 
50 percent of the unit in cropland. 
When the percent of the unit in pastu~e was figured for each farm in 
the sample the conclusions drawn from the analysis of the percent of the 
unit in cropland were verified. The analysis showed that a higher proportion. 
of the units with share leases on them had no pasture, compared. with either 
the cash or cash share units {Table 32). In fact a larger number of the 
units with share leases had no pasture while the greatest number of cash 
share leases had from 10-20 percent of the unit in pasture. The class 
intervals 50-59 percent and 60-69 percent both had the same number of units 
with cash leases and they were high for the units with cash leases on them. 
One-half of the units with cash leases on them had 50 percent .or more of the 
unit in pasture while over half (66 percent) of the units with cash share 
leases on them had less than 30 percent of the unit in past1.we.. The units 
with share leases in general showed even less pasture, 41..,, percent having 
less than 10 percent of the unit in pasture. The fa.ct that the large nirnber 
of the units with pastU're on them had share leases indicates that in many 
instances no rent was charged for the pasture. Many of the farmers ex ... 
pressed the opinion that the extra cost would be greater than t.he added 
revenue derived from utilizing many of' these small acreages of' pas'liure. 
There were some instan.ces in which the landlord permitted the tenant to 
ma.lee use of the pasture as he saw fit and collected no rent .from the pasture. 
In other instances if the tenant wanted to make use of the pasture he was 
9) 
expected to take care of some of the landlord's livestock along with his 
own. It was considered customary for the landlord and tenant to share the 
pasture as the crop was shared. If the tenant paid one-third of the crop 
as rent then the tenant was expected to take care of one animal of similar 
size and weight belonging to the landlord for each t"'ro of his own that were 
on the pastv.re. 
The type of lease also appeared to be associated with the percent of 
cropland in cash grain. The operators with cash leases tended to have a 
smaller percent of' their cropland in cash grain than did the operators with 
share or cash share leases (Table 33). Twenty percent of the units with 
cash leases on them had less than 50 percent of the cropland in cash grain 
while less than- 3 percent of the units with cash share agreements and less 
than 6 percent of the share agreements fell in this category. On the other 
hand 67 percent of the units with cash share leases and 66 percent of the 
units with share agreements had more than 95 percent of the cropland in 
cash grain. One-half share and cash share leases tended to have the same 
frequency distribution characteristics as the one-third share and· cash share 
leases. This fits in very well with the pattern shown by the amount of live-
stock on the form by type of lease and verifies the fact that ca.sh leases 
are more frequently found on farms that follow a more general type of 
farming and the more specialized farms that are more adapted to the growing 
of cash grains most frequently have a share type of lease. 
All Furms N'one 
TABLE 32 
Percent of Unit in Pasture by 'fype of F'arm Lease 
in Northwestern Oklahoma 
LlJSS 10 20 .30 40 50 
than to to to to to 
10 1.2__ 29 ]9 JfL_ __ _59-
Percent 
60 70 
to and 
69 above 
Cash • 54 • 27 1. 36 1. 09 1. 36 1. 36 1. 90 1. 90 ~._36 
1/.3 .82 1.09 8. 70 6 .. 25 4.35 2.99 2. 72 1.09 
Cash Share 1/2 .82 .27 .27 
-~ot~. h.er_. • 2" 
Total Ca.sh Share ,82 1.09 9.52 6.53 4.62 2.99 2.72 1.09 .2;1 
1/3 13.87 J.81 8.43 6.52 
1/2 h.0$ 1.36 1.63 l.36 Share 
other 2.18 ,82 
Total Share 20.12 5.98 10_.06 __ ~62 
4.35 4.35 
.27 .54 
.82 • 2'7 
5 •. 17 5.17 
1.63 1.09 
.82 
2.'-15._ __ 1.03 
.82 
.27 
1.09 
Total ill 2Llt8 7.34 20.94 15.23 11.12 2.52 7.07 4 .. 08 2.~-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ....... ~--~~~~--~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-..~~~~~--~~~~~~-~~~~--~~--...... ......;..........--.,~~~--~-
~ 
TABLE 33 
Percent of Gropl,and in Cash Grain by Type of Farm. 
Lease in Northwestern Oklahoma 
Less 50 60 70 80 
All Farms 
Pash l. 63 • 24 
1/3 
Ca.sh Share 1/2 
other 
• 54 
• 27 
• 51+ 2.l}5 2.72 
._27 
90 
1.02 
2.18 
.27 
95 
to 
100 
2.45_ 
19.31 
.54 
Tot,tl. Cash Share .82 .5Li. 2.72 2.?2 2.L~2. 19.85 
1/.3 1.36 1.09 1.36 1.36 1.90 5.9s 
Share 1/2 .54 .S2 .27 1.63 
other .2] .27 .82 
Total Share 2.18 1.09 1.6;3 2.18 2.9c 7.62 
1.36 
.82 
30.19 
6.80 
1.20 
2.12: 3:1.99 
TRtfJ,l All J.81 2.1+2 J.26. 2.99 ,b.25 11.70 5.71 -- 61.!+7 
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CHAPTER VI 
TERMS OF THE LEASE 
Length of~ Q!! unit. A great many people associate the length of 
the lease with the security of the tenant. This may be true in many 
instances but is not necessarily so in all cases. The fact that the tenant 
has a three or a five year lease does not necessarily mean that he is rnore 
secure than the tenant who rents a place one year at a time. Many tenants 
as well as landlords prefer not to conunit themselves for more than one 
year at a time. In the analysis it was found that 88 percent of the leases 
used in this survey were for one year (Table 34). A big majority of the 
leases tm t were for more than one year in length were written. This would 
be expected because according to Oklahoma law an oral lease is not binding 
for more than one year. The Oklahoma statute provides that an oral lease 
for a period of more than one year is invalid and unenforceaole.1 Under 
leases of this type the tenant has no security of occupancy since he may be 
considered a trespasser and given a three-day notice to move. 
In a large number of the leases that are just for one year there is 
a mutual urrlerstaniing between the landlord and the operator that as long 
as the relationship is satisfactory the agreement will continue so that 
in many respects the tenant that rents land just one year at a time is as 
secure as the tenant who has a lease extending over more than one year. 
1 Oklahoma Statutes 1941, Tit. 16, Sec. 4. 
TABLE 
Length of Lease by Tenm't, Types 
in Hort.hwestern Oklahoma 
l~zear_ 2 ;Y:Qar_J.,.2:Q§r J±.::nwr __ __)JS@t._9Y£r 
------------ -•ao ___ Jer:cent --
Cash Share 1/3 
1/2 
2h.45 
1.36 
r~ I 
"/t+ 
____ othe)'.'.2'.L_ ·-· _ --·---~------
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There are, however, several re.a.sons why a tenant is not as secure as a land 
01mer or even a part mJnc~r. The ma;}ori ty of the moves that a tenant usually 
ma.kes are probably not becc1.u.se of any ill feeling or disagreement between 
the lendlord and the tcnent but 1;,c1x occur becaucc the place is sold., a 
relative of the landlord wcints the place or it ma;y- be that the tenEnt 
decides to movo because he hns found a. better place to farm., a place ,·Jith 
bettor inrprovern.E.m Ls on it or a place that tl-rn tenant likes better because 
of its I'H.?arnoss to school)l church or town. 'Illifo feeling of insecm.0 ii:.;;1 could 
h2.ve very dei'inito detrimental effects. Tenants ,d10 feel that they ma;f l1Hve 
to move next yeD.r or even three or four years from now 'Will not be EtS active 
in comrrm.nit;y- functions, ,-:ill not take as much pride in their home or their 
farm and 1-,ill in all likeli>1ood not be as interested in organizing 
farm resources for the gre,2,test lor1.1:-;-run production. Some these problem.s 
rertch deeper, ho,·:ever, and 211 of the run down farms and soil erosion cannot 
any mmms be attr:Lbuted to the practic(J of tenancy. 
tenure becomes less of a factor 1;.:hm tenant nnd landlord aro related because 
wbcn this is the case the tenant can usually have the place for as long as he 
1,mrl:,s it or until he is c1ble to buy. Ii;v\,m relatives die, however.., there 
is even the possibility of a disagreement so thnt some tenants who rent from 
relatives may not be any more ~,ecure than tenants who are not re1ated to the 
landlord. 
Cuostions cone erninr; j:,erms of th§;_ lease~ Hany terms of the lE,ase have 
alrec:dy been discussed but there were several miscellaneous terms that need 
to be consid(:-:red tha.t do not uarrent a complete section in the analysis" 
Actually the analysis of the terms of the lease verify the results 
found earlier in the study, that is, that operators with share liaases 
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'fABLE 35 
Terms of Lease by 'Iype of 'fenure for 368 Farmers in Northwestern Oklahoma 
Type or Not 
Terms of Lease Tenure Yes Ifo Stated 
Percent Percent Percent 
Cash 24 63 13 
Did landlord contact you? Cash share 43 52 5 
Share 45 45 10 
Cash 2 98 0 
Does your present lease state Cash share 2.3 76 1 
what crops should be planted? Share 20 80 0 
Cash 17 83 0 
Does the lease limit the kinds and Cash share 14 86 0 
number of livestock? Share 9 77 14 
Does the lease perm.it the tenant Cash 17 10 73 
to put additional buildings Cash share 56 8 .36 
on the farm.? Share 43 10 47 
Does lease permit operator to Cash 54 20 26 
remove buildings constructed Cash share 56 6 38 
at tenants expense? Share 39 7 54 
Does lease permit operator to sub- Cash 12 51 37 
lease any portion pf the land? Cash share 6 68 26 
.Share 9 61 30 
Cash 73 2 25 
Does lease permit operator to Cash share $4 3 13 
lease additional land? .Share 82 2 16 
Does lease .state when and in what Cash 68 20 12 
manner final settlement of Cash share 39 37 24 
rent payment,s are made? Sha.re 22 50 28 
Does 1 ease provide or retain for Ca.sh 2 83 15 
owner any of the managerial Cash share 12 65 23 
functions? Share 10 67 23 
Does lease permit marketing products Cash 83 15 2 
whm, Nhere, arrl to whom Cash share SJ 17 0 
operator pleases? Share 34 66 'O 
Cash 10 90 0 
Are soil conservation practices Ca.sh share 15 S5 0 
specified in the lease? . Share 13 87 0 
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work in closer conjimction with the landlord than do either the operators 
with cash or cash share lea.ses, and the operators holding cash share leases 
fall in beh.veen these bio extremes (Table 35). For instance, nearly t\-.ice 
as large a proportion of the operators Nith share le~ses compared vrlth cash 
leases had been contacted by the fandlord to operate the farm. 'fhe propor-
tionate reLxtionship for the operators with cash share leases was in between 
that of the operators with cash and share leases. 
A large ma,iority of the agreements did not contain any provision as to 
what crops were to be planted, in fact 9$ percmt of the operators idth 
cash leases indicated that the lease did not state vmat crops should be 
planted (Table 35). It i.;ould be expected that the share agreements would 
more often contain a provision stating what was to be planted but 1-30 per-
cent of the operators with share agreements indicated that th.ere was no 
r0striction in the lease BS to 1'.ihat crops were to be planted. Even though 
this provision was not in the lease there was in many instances an under-
standing or what might be called an implied provision between the tenant and 
lD.rrllord as to what crop should be plsnted. The most profitable crop for 
both the landlord and the tenant in many instances was wheat and even though 
the lease did not mention that wheat was to be planted it was understood 
that wheat ·das to be the principle crop,. 
Most of the tenants indi.cated that there was no provision in the lease 
that restricted the kind and nuniber of livestock kept on the farm. There 
were fewer operators with share leases that were restricted in this respect 
than operators with cash or cash sh.::,rEJ le~tses. Here again, however, was an 
instance where nothing concerning the situation was provided for in the 
. lease but the operator knew that wheat, for example., WHs not to be pastured 
or th,,it all of the place was to be planted to wheat and in the case of a 
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tenant operator there would be no opportunity to raise feed for any live-
stock. Some of the lam.lords did, however, have specific agreement with the 
operator on how much livestock was to be kept. · 
A large number of the operators in the sample indicated that the lease 
provided, that additional buildings could be placed on the farm at the 
operators expense and when the lease was terminated that the buildings or 
improvements could be moved (Table 35). There ·we.re quite a. few operators 
who gave no answer to these questions · and many of those who gave yes answers · 
may have been confused as to the meaning of the question. For example, 
quite :frequently the operator when interviewed would answer yes to the ques-
tions concerning· the addition and removal of buildings and then make the 
connnent that nothing had been said about additions or removel of improvements 
but that Oklahoma law would allow them to build and remove improverarots that 
were not fastened securely to the ground. A building with runners instead 
of a foundation built by. the tenant can be removed by the tenant upon termi-
nation of the lease. 2 'l'he operators with cash and cash share leases appeared 
to be better informed of this fact than operators i"li th share leases because a 
larger percrotage of them gave yes answers. 
Very few of the operators interviewed indicated that the lease would 
permit subleasing of the land (Table 35). In fact a large number of the 
operators commented whm interviewed that no provision was .in the lease 
stating that they could not sublease mny of the land but they knew that the 
land mvner would not want than to subloase., The degree o.f control exercised 
by the land 01mer over the land appeared to be stronger for the landlords 
who gave share or cash share lease because 9 and 6 percent of the operators 
with share and cash share leases respectively indicated that they could 
2 Oklahoma Statutes 1941, Tit. 60, Sec. 4. 
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sublec1se the lcmd ,-Jhile -12 pereont of the operators with cash leases indi-
cated that they could 5Ublease the 12nd. 
Very i'c:h of the operators interviewed indicated that the lease would 
not permit the operator' to leat:ie additional land (Table 35). In fa.ct those 
operators who did indicate that the lease would not permit them to rent 
c:idditiona.1 land ma.y have interpreted tho questi.on to me,m: would the 
land101~d permit i-hem to keep rentini:,; the land they now farmed if they 
rented additional ltmd? VJhen questioned on this partfoular point a few 
thought the_t would not. This Vi/Ollld indicate some landlords r:a.a,y feel 
that the rconting of additional 1,md prevents tlie tenant from adequately 
ta-1::i:ng cEtce o.f their lan.d. 
i)uite a large number of the opere,tors intervie1'lcd indicated that the 
l ase did not state when and in v:hat manner finnl settlement of rent pay-
mern:.s ;_:rere made (Table 35). This appears strange but may be expl;:dned by 
the fact that ucJ;1y of the oral leases were consumatcd with a minimum of 
comnents and both r::iarti es expect to abide by what is c:ustomary in the area. 
Since many consider that it Ls custom1Jry for cash rent to be paid in advance 
or et the ·,Jeg;inning of the agreement and for share rent to be paid by 
delivering the l~ndlorc.l' s share to the grainery or elevator nt the time of 
horvest a ::,rovision of thi,s nc\tuTe, to them, seems unimportant. rliany of 
t}-,e operators conunented that they would not care to rent from a. landlord 
CbUld not trust and that they expected him to a.bide 
customary in the area. This l>vould appear to leave considerable room for 
disa.greement but suprisingly enough very few instances were encountered 
where a.ny trouble ha.d been e:x:perienced between the landlord and operator 
and in those instances ,,1here there was trouble the settlement of' the rent 
,ms not the reason for the friction. 
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There was, however, a larger percent of' the ca,sh leases than cash 
slw.re or share leases wh:1.ch stated when arrl how rent settlement was to be 
made. This might be E;Xplained by the fact that a larger portion of the 
cash leases were written ;md a written lease is more apt to state the terms 
more definitely than an oral lease. Probably the most important reasons 
for this difference occurring was triat landlords who gave cash leases 
supervised the f.arm less closely· and therefore 1:rere more likely to state 
a time cmd pJa ce for the rent p,,wm.en t to be made. Also there is less 
lj_kely to be a customary ca.sh rent rate in the commutLi.t:y whereas custom 
plays a very jmportant part with the share type o.f lease. 
Onl;t 2 percent of the operators with cash leases indicated that the 
lease rrovided for the land.lord to perform any of the manar;eral functions 
and only 12 and 10 pe..rcent of the operators with cash share and share 
leases respectively indicated that tho leases had tM.s provision ( Table 35). 
The interpretation of this question was rather difficult for some because 
there would seldom be an instance in ivtdch the landlord would not rr.ake or 
· at least help rrF.Jrn some of the maw.1geral decisions and in this area there 
would be many instances in which the crops to be planted would be implied. 
Although nothing wa.s ever said about the crop organization it was under-
stood tr.at wheat was to be planted in the majority of cases. l\Jo specific 
terms were mentioned at the time the agreement was consumated unless the 
lancil.ord or the tenant wants to rr£1ke an exception to the cropland organi-
zation that has been practiced in the past. 
The rerults do show, however, that the landlords in this area make 
very few of the manageral decisions on the farm that they rent out. Most 
of the operators lath cash and ca.sh share leases indicated that they were 
allowed to mark et the:ir p:mduc ts wherever or whenever they pleased but over 
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twlf of the operators wi.th share le;..;,.s;es indicated that they werE-; required 
to market their products at 8 nlace ,. of the lan.cilords choosing (Table 35). 
In the majori of cases this does not mean that the landlord is e:xercising 
coercion on the operator but it is customary through-out this \d1ole north-
western 2.r ea of Oklahoma except for cl fe111 areas in the Panhandle, for the 
landlord to get his share of the crop delivered to the elevator and roan;y-
t:L'Ues the division is nl:l.de after ell of the wheat is weighed in at the 
elevator. This particular arrangement. does not woric a hardship on the 
operator but there were isolat eel instanc e~3 in ,aJhich the tenant was required 
to market the crop at- a certain point because the lan::llord had an interest 
in the elevator. In one instance a farmer in Major county commented that 
he was required to haul all o.f the grain 12 miles to an elevator of the 
l,.rndlorc't•s choice when there was an elevator located only three miles from 
l1is farm. This however, lJas not a serious penalty on the tenant and indi-
cations 8I' e that this practice was not generally followed in the area. 
A large majority of the farmers interviewed indicated that soil censer-
vation practices were not specified in the lease (Table 35). 'fhis does not 
mectn, houever, thclt soil conservation practices are not carried on nor that 
the nu.mber of soil com, )rvation practices follrn1ed by farmers who rent land 
was less th.sx1 tlmt .for farmers 1;1ho were full mmers. It merely indicates 
that the proble:n is not ~.ie t to the point where both landlords and tenants 
8re deeply concerned. In fact, in tbe majority of the cases 1r1here soil 
c:onservation practices h,.ere required the tenant was expected to pay all of 
the expenses incurred in f'ollo1:,ring the conservation practices. This again 
does not mean that there is no soil deterioration in the area but thG 
problem has not reached the point 1,,ihere the returns hill be greatly 
increased by fo llcr;'fi .. ng certain soil conservation practices. In fact, 
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there were some operators that questioned the advisability of rome of the 
recommended practices from an economic point of' view. It would, of course, 
be :more difficult to interest landlords or ta:iants in the use of soil eon-
servation practices if increased returns cannot be expected. 
Amount of rent pa.yment. There did not appear to be any significant 
different in tbe amount of rent paid by operators with oral or written 
leases nor was there any sigp.ificant differences in the frequency distri,... 
butio n shown by part owner or tenant opera.tors. There was, however, some 
vecy marked dif.ferenc.es in the amount of rent the operators paid by type 
of lease (Table 36). Over 70 percent of the operators with cash leases 
paid less than $500 rent and no operators with cash leases were interviewed 
that paid over ~p2500 rent. Thus verifying the fact that in general farms 
with cash leases on than are smaller on the average in all respects than 
farms ,dth share and c.ash share agreements on them. 
The frequency distribution for the share arrl cash share leases followed 
very closely the same pattern, and t~ amount of the rent payment was con-
siderably above that paid on the average by the operators 1r.rith cash leases. 
Sixty-ho percent and 64 percent of' the operators with cash share and share 
rental agreements respectively paid in excess of ttlOOO rent and there was 
a higher proportion of operators with share leases that paid over ~1;3000 in 
rent. One reason for this is that the share type of lease predominates in 
area I and there were some units in that area which were quite_ large. 
There was a marked tendency noticed for the operators with one-half 
. share leases to pay more rent than operat,ors with one-third share lea.ses. 
There were not enougi instances of operators with share leases who gave 
\. 
. \ 
orie-half of the crop as rent to definitely determine a relB. ti onship in that 
\~roup but for the operators with one-half share agreements, 80 percent of 
"' 
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then paid over ~plOOO in rent. There was a larger proportion that paid over 
$3000 in rent. '1.'his particular relationship was e.xpected because the land-
l9rd ordinarily furnishes more in a one-half crop, share agreement than in a, 
one-third crop share agreement and is therefore entitled to a larger rent 
' ( 
payment. 
Portion of crop exgmse shared £X landlord. In over three-fourths of 
the agreements used in this survey the landlord did not share in any of the 
crop expenses of the farm (Table 37). The landlords in these agreements 
furnished only the 'land and buildings while the tenant furnished all of the 
equipment, labor and other i terns necessary in producing a crop. As might 
be expected, the majority of these leases were either cash, share one-
third or cash share one-third. The one-half share and cash share leases 
were most usually found on. those farms on which the landlord furnished over 
.15 percent of the crop expenses and the largest number were found in the 
class interval 15-19 percent. The one-third and one-half share agreements 
uhe re the landlord furnished more than was customary for that type of lease 
would more than likely consist of those situations where the landlord and 
operator are related. There were, however, many instances where the agree-
ment was the same between related landlords and operators as '1/irould be 
expected between landlords and operators who were not related. 
There were some differences between type-of-farming areas that also 
might be mentioned. There was not as much variation in the portion of the 
crop expense furniehed by the landlords in area I as in the other two areas 
( Ta.ble 38). · Thirty-six of the 41 operators interviewed in area I indicated 
that they paid for all of the crop expenses and four of the remaining 
oper-ator s paid for Z:111 of the crop expenses except the seed wheat. One 
operator paid for all of the crop expenses except one-half of the seed 
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TABLE 37 
Portion of Crop Expense Landlord Furnishes and vfuat He Furnishes 
on 368 Farms in Northwestern Oklahoma 
Percent Crop expense items shared 
expense Frequency Land landlord Fertilizer HarYest expense 
furnishes prep. Seed 
Material Distr. Labor :Machy. Supplies 
0 228 none none none none none 
0 0 57 none none none none none non<' none 
2.7 018 none none 1/3 none non_e non_e none 
3.0 l none none other none none none none 
J.5 1 non~ none none 1/2 none none none 
L~.O 9 none none 1/2 none none none none 
4.0 l none none none none none all none 
5.0 1 none none 1/3 other none none none 
5.0 1 none· none 1/3 1/3 none none none 
7,5 2 none none 1/2. 1/2 none none none· 
8.0 2 none none all none none none none 
10.5 1 none none 1/2 none 1/2 1/2 none 
11.5 1 none none all none none 1/2 none 
14.0 1 none none 1/2 1/2 1/2 
14.5 1 non0 1/2· 1/2 none 1/2 none none 
15.0 14 none all none none none 
15.0 1 none none all all none none none 
16.0 1 none all 1/2 none none none. none 
17.0 1 none none 1/2 none none all all 
17.0 1 none 1/2 none none 1/2 1/2 1/2 
18.0 2 none all none 1/2 none 
18.5 1 none 1/2 1/2 none 1/2 
20.0 1 none all all none none none none 
21.5 2 none 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 
21.5 1 none 1/2 1/2 1/2 none all none 
24.0 l none 1/2 1/2 none all 
26.0 l none all 1/2 none~ 1/2 
28.0 1 none all all none 1/2 1/2 1/2 
29.0 3 none all 1/2 1/2 1/2 
32.0 3 none all none all all 
32 1 none 1;2, all all 1/2 1/2 1/2 
32 1 none all all · all none 
37 2 none all other other other 
44.0 1 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 
45.5 3 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 
unclassi- 1 other other other other none all all 
fiable 
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hrheat and ·OOe-hcilf -of the harvestlng ~,en.ses. four of the five landlords in 
the crop 
the landlords in Iu:·ea 
Some 1-@ndlords ptdd for ell of the .fert:Uizn:t' and the tena:nt ap::,lied it, 
othGrs paid 
ferti.lize:r was not wl dely u~:: in this orea 
agree1~n.ts li1 ich 
def.mite nnd in gen::iral if the l.::11dlord furnished over 15 p~rC;ent of tbe 
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There are t,110 reasons why one-half share agreements occur in north-
western Oklahoma. In areas where there is high quality wheat· 1and, such as 
that found around Cherokee in Alfalfa county, the yielding capacity is such 
that it is quite profitable for tenants to furnish all of the crop eA-penses 
and give one.-half of the wheat as rent. For example, the crop expense 
incurred on high yielding wheat land is little or not greater than that 
:incurred on low yielding wheat land. Therefore, if a tenant had the alter-
native of farming a place on which the average yield, for wheat was 12 bushels 
per acre and gave one-third of the grain as rent or farm a place on which 
the yield averaged 24 bushels per a.ere but the rent iiJa.s one-half of the · 
wheat, he would find it to his advantage to take the .farm with the higher 
rent. The other instance in which the landlord usually received one-half 
of the grain as rent is where he furnishes part of the crop expens_e. 
Usually the loiirer the quality the land the more the landlord will have to 
furnish in order to get one-half of the crop as rent. On the other. hand, 
however, custom in some cases may be a stronger influence than economic 
consider~tions in detennining type of agreement fourrl and what the land-
,_.;. 
lord is to furnish. 
T'ne most frequent means by whidi the landlords contributed towards 
the crop expense was by furnishing all of the seed wheat ( Table 37). 
Many landlords found that it was well worth their while to furnish their 
0 
tenants with good quality seed wheat. The other means by which the land-
lords contributed towards the crop expense were varied and different in 
almost every case but in general the landlords generally furnished all or 
one-half of the seed wheat and furnished all or one-half of some other item, 
such as fertilizer or pa.rt of the harvesting expense. It would be expected 
that in most of those instances where the landlords contribution towards 
111 
the crop expense ";hi ch imrolv· ed. machinery, thi~t the tenant. and landlord were 
prot:>a1,;ly :relo,ted. .I.in exception to this might. be where custom harvesting was 
used on the rented land anci the larrllord and operator ~hared half and half 
in this oxpense. 
TABIB 38 
Portion of Crop Expense fJhared by Landlord Using Average Costs by 'Iype of' 
Farm Lease in Northwestern Oklahoma 
--------
~_, ___ 
Less Over 
None than 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-29 30-39 hO 
five 
- -Percerit'~-
Arf>a I 
~-,,..=---
Cash 
.27 
1/3 • 2'7 
Cash She,re 1/2 
other 
Total Cctsh Share .2z 
1/3 7 .Jl} .27 
Share 1/2 .82 .27 
other 1.90 
Total Share 9.25 1.09 .27 
Total Area I 9.z9 1.09 • 27 
Area II 
Cash 2.72 .27 
1/3 3.26 
Cash Share 1/2 .27 
other 
Total Cash Share 3.26 .27 
1/3 10.06 . 27 .27 
Share 1/2 . 27 .27 2'"' • I .27 .27 
other .27 
Total Share 10.61 .2? .27 .27 .27 .27 • 2'Z 
'Total Area II 16.J2 • 5li; .27 .27 .2? .27 .54 
l]j 
TABLE JB 
Continued 
Less Over 
lfone than 5-9 10-U. 15-19 20-29 30-39 40 
five 
Percent 
Area III 
Cash z.s2 
1/3 19.31 4.36 .54 .27 
Cash Share 1/2 .27 .54 .27 
other .2z 
Total Cash Share 19.58 4.62 .54 .82 .27 
1/3 21.76 2.99 .82 .27 .54 .27 •. 27 
Share 1/2 .82 .54 3.53 1.90 1.09 .27 
other 1.36 .27 
Total Share 2J.23 3.26 .82 .82 ~.oa 2.18 1.36 .22 
'l'otal Area III 51.40 7-82 l.,26 .82 !±-20 2.tt5 1.36 .2:z 
Total Area 
Cash 10.88 .2z 
1/3 23.39 4.36 .54 .27 
Cash Share 1/2 .27 .54 .27 .27 
other .2z 
Total Cash Share 23.66 t±-62 • 5!: .82 .27 .2:z 
1/3 38.90 3.26 1.09 .27 .82 .27 .27 
Share 1/2 1.09 .54 4.62 2.18 1.63 .54 
other 2.99 .27 
Total Share !±2-28 3.53 1.09 .82 5.44 2.~5 1.20 • 5!t 
Total Area 77.52 8.43 1.63 .82 6.25 2.72 1.90 .152 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY iM~D OONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine wha.t factors are associated 
1,1ith the type of :far,n lease held by crop farmers in northwestern Oklahoma. 
This particular study represents one phase of a larger study dealing with 
land te.'1ure the object of which was to secure information pertaining to 
leasing practices in order to permit an objective approach to this phase of 
the tenure problem in Oklahoma. 
'The characteristics of the operator, such as: age, number of years 
farm experience, marital status and whether or not the operator had served 
in the armed services did not appear to have very much affect on the type 
of lease contract. Other characteristics of the operator, such as: educa-
tion, total investment controled, amount of operating capital invested by 
the operator and the total investment of the land owner, did appear to be 
associated with the type of lease. 
The characteristics of the landlord that appeared to be associated 
with the type of lease included: age of the landlord, relation of landlord 
to tenant, occup.a.tion of the landlord, distance landlord lives from the 
farm, whether or not the landlord had an agent look after the farm, whether 
or not the landlord had farmed the place himself, length of time landlord 
had owned the farm, and the length of time last two renters had operated 
the farm. The number of farms 011med by the landlord did not appear to be 
significant. 
Factors of farm organization tha.t were found to be associated with the 
type of lease included: the size in total acres and in the number of acr0s 
in the unit the lease was on, the productive output of the farm, the amount 
of livestock and the relative proportion o.f the various enterprises on the 
farm. 
Those terms of the lease that were found to be associated with the 
type of farm lease included: the length of the lease, the proportion of 
! 
the crop expense shared by the landlord and the amount of the rent payment. 
Other provisions that deal-L with the kind of crops to be planted, number 
of livestock, permission to remove buildings constructed at tenants e:N',pense, 
manner in vhich rent settlement is me.de, etc., did not appear to be associ-
ated "lidth any particular type of lease. 
Conclusions. 
L Renters who have finished highschool tend to have a share type of 
lease more often than do renters vd th less educat:Lon. The reason 
probably being that they have larger businesses. 
2. The leasing agreements between nonre1ated landlords and operators 
conformed much more closely to \!'1hat could be considered customary 
than the agreements between landlords and renters viho were related. 
The greatest degree of variation was found in those cases where 
the landlord was either the mother or father of the renter. 
3. Landlords who have never engaged in farming tended to favor the 
cash type of lease while landlords who were actively engaged in 
farming or were retired farmers tended to favor the share and the 
cash share type of lease. 
4. The greater the dist1:mce the landlord lived from the farm the 
greater the tendency for the landlord to give a written lease up 
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to a distance of 75 miles. At distances greater than 75 miles the 
proportion of written leases to oral leases remained relatively 
constant. 
5. Most landlords are interested in the ownership of land as an 
investment and pref er to look after the leasing of it themselves 
rather than turning it over to an a.gent. 
6. Landlords who gave cash leases did not take as active an interest 
in the land tha.t they owned as did landlords who gave share and 
cash share leases. 
?. Landlords \'ho gave cash leases had, in general, owned the land a 
shorter length of time than landlords who gave share or cash share 
leases. 
8. Size of the farm business measured by: total investment controlled, 
amount of operating capital invested, total investment of the l.?..nd 
OYmer, total acres farmed, number of acres in unit lease was on, 
acres of cropland in unit, the productive output, are all associa-
ted with the type of farm lease. In general the share leases are 
found on all sized farms, the cash share leases on small and 
middle sized farms and the cash leases on the smaller farms. 
9. The type of farming was also associated with the type of farm 
lease. In general the cash and cash share type of lease was 
found on the general more diversified type of farm and on farms 
on which there were more livestock, a larger proportion of pasture 
and a smaller proportion of the cropland in cash grain. 
10. Very few of the leases that are more than one year in length are 
oral. 
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11. Most of the landlords do not furnish anything towards the crop 
expense but with the increased use of fer·tilizer the trend is for 
the landlord to furnish a. portion of the fertilizer expense. This 
expense is usually divided as the crop is divided. 
12. The one-half share and cash share leases were most usually found 
on those farms on which the landlord furnished over 15 percent 
of the crop e:xpense. 
13. There was not as much variation in the type of leases or the 
portion of the crop expense the landlord ,·ms to furnish in type 
of farming area I as t.here was in type of farming areas II and 
III. 
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